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I. INTRODUCTION

The family is viewed as the backbone of civilization; as the institution
upon which society's other institutions rest, and as the source of each
person's ability to relate to others and form an image of the self, or an
identity. When people conceptualize a family they see it composed of a
father, mother, and two or three children. In short, they see a nuclear
family.

In its broadest sense, "family" refers to people related not only by
blood; but by sentiment, marriage; agreement; or circumstance. In

.addition to the nuclear family; there are single-parent families, foster
families, extended families, "blended" families, couples without
children, communal-style families, and other forms of family life. This
booklet is addressed to all these forms. Close friends can play a role in
the support system of individuals or families as well.

The term "family," then, is meant to include people who are
significant in the life of a person who is disabled; and who; even though
not family members, perform functions which are thought to be what a
family does both with and for its members.

Depending on the ages of its members, the family is charged with
various and complex responsibilities. Among them are caregiving,
providing financial support and management, as well as physical and
emotional support helping with education, instilling values and
discipline; providing for leisure and recreation; maintaining safe and
sanitary living quarters; attending to health needs; while at the same
time etteriding to members' needs for independence and self-
expression.

This is a tall order for most people, who may lack the education,
time energy, experience, or willingness to fulfill all of these
responsibilities at all times. Few families are capable of meeting all
these needs; or each family member and the demand is even more
awesome for single-parent families.

However, when one or more family members have physical and/or
emotional disabilities, there may be additional responsibilities. These
include:



moping to manage the disabled perches <s Jstiy7icel (or rnerticati_
limitations and the physical environment BeaidItt the tirgriel, the
physical environment may include rschrrol, work t,,itat, transportation
systems; meeting places, lid recreation sites
Being aware of and managing that emotional attpectf; rjf rliv,abilitj
within the family; at they relate to the disabled perm-m; friends-,
nov,jhbors, and society generally

_Attempting to r.reate an environment in the di%ahlrld prir%rTh

move to,warri maximum independence
Becoming knowledgeable about the rights arid seance'; to titi,r,t,
the dilabled family member is entitled
riornmunicAting the needs bf the dr;abled the f:irraly
to service providers and to society
Monitoring the system toensure that the %e right % arid ,,r!rwirmti, are
being-provided arid that they are responsive to the 0i:inf.:prig neerh
of the disabled per on and his/her family.

These extra responsibilities can mean added stress'; for the entire
family: Some common family problems resulting from the?, added
stresses are marital discord; disturbed sibling relationships: a rjrr:atw
likelihood of emotional distress, drug and/or alcohol abir;e;:ind an
increased chasm; of family 'crises. No family can function in;tot;i1
isolation, 1 here simply are riot enough resources within a family to fulfill
all the responsibilities with Which it is charged. This is particularly true
when we consider the family of a disabled person

When a family member is disabled it.is experienced on norne level by
each family member; When disability occurs in a family; changes in
feelings, attitudes; lifestyle; financial 'conditions; energy and time
expenditure, relationships, and ind(!ptndence rnay all be felt Entire
families can temporarily become as "handicapped" by disablement as is
the disabled family member They can lose the ability to .ope.

The term "coping;" as it is used in this context, does not only
connote "acceptance" although acceptance of disability is no easy or
simple matter: Coping also means that the involvf-Jd persons actively
assume responsibility for their own welfare; by struggling with
problems or obstacles, thus gaining the knowledge needed to solve
problems.

While the impetus to solve problems stems from the determination of
the people who are primarily affected, the process of coping does not
require absolute self-reliance. Building self-reliance is important in that it
builds internal strength. Moreover; if not taken to extremes; greater
self-reliance enhances a person's ability to receive help; since it
promotes equality in the relationship between the helper and the person
Who is helped. It affords the receivers of help the ability to choose
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whon and how they receive help Therefore, rfirrfriorj rtif4tt
quistittrtivelv It It 'b.: MEM If)tdeli tit41 reliance, tWif'rrilsrilferrq/nt, and t.
:greSter rtt*rdPrItj which makes frpri.14 virtu ritta!oilrhe y tetf..,fe,r,,g
expeinenot

thte b4)0 ;PA :ore prole the farnily of dis;abled pertor,%.
as those I./waived yerth such families earfous means by irhch they r..4
hats) to r_orpe mare effog,?1,if,.y rth ilt:Obdit,: and theet;Je rn,r,,r,t/k
dveruptrye ItY)08A igifir) 0'41 hirrujy

Meire fgACIfIC411%. then; we aim to

Help famttoos gain a iit"l ')110ftt0rili:rii,j !if j%adlei.r
mews to.t.tojm
Increeee avr meet, rjf farnJy r..4:4flfy fwal Pr,

Help 1 arnal4e5 ielop the rrinF tri tk:e
diSibbierroent
PIOVielt 11110fM/11Prfi 4r14V:ar, o'it,A arid rfttir,?1,,
Help famillee to better unrieroand s. p,s!r,iir,;% % ;ttlfr.
prrp-044 dIreetiori orf .itieri and hcr . %eti, Wg ;11';!

are; ?r,s,111q;4trit

When a farnily Jr, ft Witit My (4.,r,frr,ntr,,d ptp, ty,f, d!tAccAtfrrfr,! ,-.Jf r4.,.. ie
more of de members . be. tt that of a t hild: an adiitt; f;> ;I-r- e,,r;erle
person- rt o$ often a r.r.infuvr and frighter.ing crp nceriee It i,..I-1

r;onfossrl in the se? -Jr that V), much r3 unc-ertain arid i'rr,l-F ,(...-Dtv ,',',,
upon elernente whffh are 14rikr oir-i or yrhith .41tIrr., r)jt rif h,Jrr;:r,
control. And rt iS frisitrtgrirag f jr the f4rr,ly, eehmn 11-$, ,_.)1,r%...c., r;,..1f4t,r .
end impart of the datab-lement_carirot Or; prrd cted

SCittetY and renatill.talsdn proferAionait have tradirior$:,;11 fo. -.,y-,,

atterrtiorron the diri::,..'ed persori Families of d r;abted people hare r*.-,1
received the atter,' ,., they detere "The4 have been latr,;cli r;c;cil4r;s1,.;
and ihtlf festfirIS arid needs ha.e 1-,41er: nirirrrifiild In thy., t,r,r/ekto /of
astorne that white rn,-, farnr{? Car' tr,) if: ,;.jj 041 dIffir,ijit -r/ri,:,!,.;4r.:.-rr,--.. of

draablernent all the time, pcr,oie wof,j.,.74 ?e-)44itYftr, :r1ritif iir,F.4 thg-.---.
drfficuftlef, i;h:Inne4 thrt; ,l/riefIr..'''1.1:'-., ;-:g 1 .Irrir;r-,4 ,--, ';',!!,:, fdr %. -...;.

manage their iron 11 a re erarding and ';atisfyng 0/ %, / i;Jrr:141'. r-;:r ;1:4',-
P11),N brIttqr tr, hcIp thcIrr;',:;11'.1% ...Ind receiee vallja?r,lr: hclip f fr-dr'r. ,, c.e.-,

The epenerir,e of coping 6 .th dit.abilite can C hance qfoeelv, .;,

only for the disabled p4rson b.jttor the ent)ft farri,4? It _4r .t:ar.
,Oppe}flurotv t leafri aty)fit r,ne'..; ritrc;ri,4'1,-; arid frdf,e:**; r.,:g,4'.1.,, fr,?
unorestandirig and developing heahhe rjc.q.,".:rejtIrgr,ct ;Ind ,nlf;r.rff,e,r ,e It

can challenge and, 04,rhaps, r0.1;JIIri rune' ?:; val;ifn It tan al.,,o 't,f; a r ,,,,,:r--,
by which s f:sriq rani make lifelong and valuable connr:chor.%;fr.::
friendships with people outside the family teihri fit" :VC: %Inerilar r:edrif,r;e1:!-;
To thin end; tugg49tons and Information will be-given in tl-le hope that-, --

I
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tarrirWA, my *...orn ?' ttef rnbn3qe thf.4.1F tr.ver.. erlr: tht
tr4 elf:friar-PIS ,r;hfi,ent 4r, birrl wth d:SatiiI:rrtf,r
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THE PRO S$ OF
UNDERSTANDING DISABILITY

Perhaps the most reafistic and oseful Way 19r famine s eo undervand
.:.and endure disiability is by vievvog it as_a orarvss. The eiepenehte Of
ability es diflicutt to discuss because it changes °ve time At tithei-f..
he firriitations ithpoutd by disability arepainftilly ev4ent, et other

dif4birnyttan seem to be no imp.os.tion Because hurryin
beings cart become disabled at am; pointin the litedycle
1:feY0)Penertte1 processes may be involvedWhetever.th 'biement
'mlitia to a family atone time. its meaning -witl thane t a QM! time:
Feelingly: borties minds, and the political and mail:jot scat erivitonrnent
Will not remain svitic: Neither will..th4 petsonal mea mg's of;disabiuty

Adjustment to.disabilny is an oarritrerideti process conff. cts and
retplutions which take place through the life-span,of the affected
4et son acid his Or Ng family, in this respect; it is identical to the
processes ^f adjustment to any ether life crises. cf-allenges or
seontficts it ,gunglue In that may-have a longterrh impact or;
MUM& refe,Oo5hPPS. Seffr+m196,!phti'Sg:a1;andserhOtiOndi
COrrirrvinft,4. ;r1. tea ernployrnent.traf)sporlation, an ,.;?Creation
Folvv Siniatonri f :rie the potential to ailed as (any ir+7.1)e-r,f5 of di-Plc-Me
as doeS -isabterneni

Ni.,meroutikciors Will influence the extent to Afflict) a f amity will'
suffer -the effects of permanent disability: Many.ol these factorr, wdi try
covered more fully in leter,secuon4 of this broldet The ma;or tat: )r5
wh,ch a1fac1 hJyii, a family expetign-f-.eS O)5ablementr of a rnenribfrr are

INNER FACTORS
Physoca; anc r.--nottorel 'ts?:)!tr"% rriPmb+-.7r.,

AbdIty to parf:,lt W.Pif compfEstrp both thp abilit-y
tne 47hry is encourarae InOqr3rinn,:',nCe
Capacity to cornrt.urw,ate. and- ore ;}r -,f'
11VOlihgni4,.s5 rat family mernbertr, try he:0 ert,:n Ofnr.-r+
4-bsc:oce of other major +itresses a^ rho fa,r;,ly
PreSer,'e Of an hOn:-.51: 1lerrtsln arld att+TItrt+-:, O tw114
mernhRrs toward rliSat)fggrfent

6 Sev*--,,fy and f,rr,J!,:ftfey)S f..trriv
.merr-

Abo,!., r.t The fen iy i., %r:er' :11r) rind a'isP..0 t!J.

1 I);



OUTER FACTORS
Contacts (people) whit1 a family has of is able id, establish
Awareness of resources in the community which the family can

.use
Exttint-tia, which the-community presents barriers, both physical
and attitudinal
Adequacy and responsiveiwss of the services system

._ Willingness on the part of service providers to empathize with and
include-The family in the growth of- its disabled member:

All of these factors can be Oariged to a greater- or lesser degree
through experience. edijeation, assertion. deterAation, and support-A
"hostile" environment inside and outside of triefamity can make the
problems associated with disability insurmountable, Conversely. an
encouraging family and external environment can further the
understandihg of disability and soften its impact; Viewed in this way.7
disablement.in and of itself;loses some of its negatnie power.. It then
eeteittes an issue of what people do and feel about it, how people go
abriiit the biosinesS of living with it, and how people grow despite its

r.
ar)verse et fecis,

People frequently have treuble coping with the frustration during 'the
occasionally lengthy period in which a diagnosis 6 being made of their
potentially disabled family member. A thousandquestions will arise.
"ii-totr; tong cm this problem he expected to last?" "How incapacitating
is thisprohtern? "What effect will this disability have on the family?"

14Ow StieUld-thelaniily treat the
not

person?
During the onset. th-d:faMiltis not only experiencing its own feelings

of worry. and Stress but frequently 'family members are called upon tci
Consent to treatment or testing if the **patient" is a minor, under their
guardianship; or is unable to dive "informed consent.." For many
families, this period is their :first exPbrience in dealing intensively with -

The Medical profesSion br.the hotpital world; Few are prepared for the
impersonality and long waiting periods which are often a part of clinic
and_fidspital care,

. .

.Some families-question the competency and credibility of the doctors
involved in diagnosis and treatment of their relatiVe. This is particularly
.trus and quite justified whenconflicting:diatinoses are made. Problems
with Credibility intensify when the family is not included in the
diagnostic process or is-not being kept fully informed; Feelings of
heiplvtiness and dependency on the medical profession can alterOttely
turn into resentment towards the dottOrs involved, oiover-reliance on
them to dictate prognosis and treatment:When a family member is
seriously ill, hospitelfied.. or extremely incapacitated-, trust in the
medical profession iiriquired_falthoughit'often is given with much
trepidation oh-lite-part of the



ifartilles are often ambivalent when a firm diagnosis is mace. On the
one hanit-theLL.itted to know what the problem is so that treatment
endior rehabiritation'ven begin and a name can be attached.to the
problem; On the other hand, the desire not to know is strong.
particularly if the prognosis is poor for the person's ability to either
active (if disabled from birth) or regain normal functioning. Diagnosis
is particularly painful for families end their. disabled member when a
degenerative disease process.. such as muscular dystrophy. multiple
sclerosis, oi_cystic fibrosis; is present. Such disabilities can be even
more traumatic for families since some are linked to heredity; and
parents are forced to consider the risk of having more children or the
(tenger of the disease being present in, or carried by, other family.
members. I

In those instances When the beet diagnosis and/or prognosis must
remain tentative` lamilY members may find the stress of uncertainty
Intolerable. Or; the way in which the diagnosis is presented may paint
an unnecessarily" bleak picture of the prognosis for the disabled person.
This aaniunderminethe hope the family needs to carry on.

The of diagnosis is often the time when the family it in shock
and be reacting eitiCitionatly. They are frequently unable to fully
*Imp herid what they hear even though it has been thoroughly
e ; This is the very time when_a reasonable, inquiring, and less
emotional approach is mott needed. Ssynetires it is wise' to ask
atiiithei adult Ians* member or trusted friend to accompany the
ImMediate family Members to medical visits to give support. Below are
additional skiiggestions which have helped families;

;
Be prepared to present as niuch information as possible about
onset anckisimptoms.
Write out your qUestions for the doctor and be sure to ask them no `ar

matter how 'trivial they may seem to you at the time Bring-and use
a tape recorder;
Make pure the information given is understandable arid acceptable
to you. If you do not agree on a procedure or a course of
treatment, state your objections and reasons.
Sometimes you may want a second. or even third, opinio It is
your right to request this a family member of a disable arson,
especially if s/he is unablel to make the request.
Read an ask about the disability.Public libraries often have useful
information which can aid you in becoming,e more knowledgeable
6artiOipant in the treatment profess;

.. Call the nearest_ organizations which specialize in the disability in
question Isee Chapter X for a list of national brganizetieris).
themi about your family situation and inquire'about the help they
can offer to vou'now or in the (*tura A
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Share information and feelings with your Tamil y and,friends. Many
of the difficulties families report having in the early stages7cit
disability are due to the feelings of isolation horn otters who are
concerned and who can offer support or constructive advice. Do
not depend at this time on people who are themselves so
distraught about the disability that they are not only unable to offer
support but-need a great deal ,of support themselves.
If the family member requires extensive hospital treatment, and is
medically fragile; ask the hospital social workers. nurses, or
doctors what' arrangements they have for overnight_ stays at or
neat the hospital. Sqne of the larger hospitals, particularly where
childreri ale treated, are beginping to provide rorn, far families of
hospitalized patients,
Despite the disability; the disabled peon is a person first! It rs
sometimes easy to forget this fact when so much attention is paid
to the medical or functionardisability, particulativ_dutihg diagnoStit
phases._ Honesty, love, and respect between the family and
disabled WSW are the most important and most needed elements.
Eitept where rapid an irreversible mental or physical deterioration
has taken place; the person ts essentially the same as before the '
diagnosis for perhaps has even improvedL
Planning for the future can begin; if only tentatively. It is not too
soon to look into rehabilitation programs. and services. This SUbjett
will be covered in greater depth rater OQ. However, families are
Often_not_informed of the_prOgrams availab to them and their
diSabled family member. This can needlessly waste the family time
and 'energy. .

gr.

-A: C.
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HI. EMOTIONAL REACTIONS.
TO DISABILITY

In this,section we will discuss some of the most frequent emotional
responses to disablement. We would like to help families understand.
that what they:have felt; or are now feeling, could be considered
...normal" reactions to a difficult and stressful situation. Recognizing,
understanding, and expressing the emotions associated with
disablement enables greater mastery of daily inconveniences and
obstacles. Therefore, because disability is first felt emotionally by the
family, and emotionally and physically by the disibled family member, it
is within this realm Oat we will begin;

DENIAL

Denial is the most common initial reaction to disablement. People use
denial to shield themselves from the overwhelming emotional pain
which fUll recognition of disability brings. Each family member will
accept or deny the reality of disablement according to his or her

-capacity to understand what it means to them; their preexisting
attitudes about disablement; and their emotional strength; Initially;
deni4protects the person from being engtilfed by pessimism, despair,
and, frustration. Tort,-. a middle-aged man with grown children, said,

After the doctor told me that my heart was in bad shape and that I
would have'to'undergo triple bypass surgery, I went out and played
three sets of tennis. My son found me at the court and really bawled

:me out foi taking such e chance. with my life. I guess he really loved
me if he could get so angry with me.

While few people are quite as extreme as Tom was in this instance,
denial of the disability or its potential seriouSness?odcurs quite
frequently. The father of alchild,who was born with club feet couldn't
;even use the words "club t," until a fter successful surgeries were
performed and his child's fects were corrected. .

Disabilities which are invisible to others such as deafness,-emotional
illness; and disorders iseases of the brain or internal organs; can be
denied for longer perio f time; simply because they are not noticed
by most people; It is' th refii're easier for the disabled person, and/or his
family, to deny the existence of the disability on a wholesale basis.

Denial' becomes harmful when, the existence of the disability needs to
be recognized so that treatment may be carried out and adjustments
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made, or when the family isolates itself or the disabled_ family member
solely to avoid tie possibility of having attention_ called to the disability.

Usually, denial cannot be maintained. EVentually painful feelings of
loss, anger; fear; guilt; worry; frustration; and depression occur. Since
depression involves all of these feelings, often at once, considerable
confusion can be experienced which compounds the difficulty family
members may have inieiipreSSirig their feelings or explaining irrational or
puzzling behavior. Families will normally feel depressed for many
months following the recognition of the permanence of disability and,
as it is composed of other Thoughts and feelings, chief among them
being loss, anger, fear, and guilt;*these dther feelings will be explored in
more depth.

LOSS

Any type of diSability always involves loss, which is felt on at least
two levels. The first, and most obvious, is the loss experienced on a
functional or practical level. the pe-rsori who is disabled has lost one, or
more than one; ability to function as fully as sThe would havebefore
becoming disabled. Since it is this functional or practical inability which
it most apparent, it is this loss which is most easily identified and
atkhOwledged. The parents of a developmentally disabled child see the
child'S inability to meet the normal milestones of infancy and childhood
and may feel the loss of autonomy and independence as they foresee
long years of struggle ahead.

For adults who become suddenly disabledthe loss of mobility,
hearing, sight, or control of bodily functioning; ca e more devastating
than a gradual loss of functioning which is not quit so dramatic. The
lOtt ipvolved in childhood disablement; such as d elopmental

is most often felt by the family first, a only later in'the
development of the child when s /he perceives si e is different from
most other people. Loss on a fundtibrial level rn ns that the person
cannot do certain things. S'he either cannot do things in the same way
as most other people can; or s/he may be completely unable to do some
things.

Another level of loss which occurs with disablement is loss of a
faritegy, Marl, or dream for the future; For example, a person with a
traumatic injury, which creates a permanent paraplegia; will experience
a mobilityof bbility but of the ability to participate in athletics
and t rform sexually in the Same manner as before. S/he has lost an
image of self as s/he was or perhaps had the Potential to be. This can
cause a temporary loss of self esteem. The person's family experiences
the same feeling of loss in varying degrees.

The family of a physically or mentally disabled child experiences the
FOSS of an image of having a "perfect" child; And; since children are



seen by society as-reflections on the family, parents may feel a loss of
esteem from,sefiety as a result of having an "imperfect" child and
consequently, a loss of individual self-esteem. They may also have had
fantasies and expectations as to what this child was to be; which do
-not correspond With the reality of the child's abilities;

Lowencompasees a painful constellation of feelings. Deep sorrow
and #ief are often \accompanied by anger and rage, as well as a sense
of-betrayalps expressed in the words "why me?" Sometimes feelings
of bitter disappointthent arise. These can be turned outward as revenge
onto society or other, family member s; or inward as self-condemnation.
Fear of death, fear oi emotional or physical pain; or fear of further
disablement can also be felt

The healthy expression of loss can be seen as a process of allowing
these and other painful feelings and thoughts, which occur over a
period of time, to be felt, acknowledged, pnd even discussed in a safe
environment, without fear of retaliation. It is important not to hold back.
or bUry feelings unless, after expressing them over a period of time;
they have changed"or.have greatly lessened. This may be hard to do;
not only because it is painful to openly experience loss, but because our
society seems to value emotional control; This climate of suppression
can psychologically harm the family. if it leads to bottling up expressions
of sorrow, grief, anger, and other emotions. Chronic depression can
result froni physical and psychological losses which have never been
fully felt, expressed, or resolved.

Expression of loss generally comes about slowly, in gradual doses.
Grief and sadness cah,,reappear suddenly as memories or fantasies of
what has been lost are triggered: Expecting that this will happen will
belts in overcoming the effects of grief. It is part of the reconstructive
process.

ANGER

Anger gives many people difficulty. Frequent feelings of anger
accompany physical digability, particularly in its early stages. It can take
many guises aside from the full-blown yelling which most frequently
comes to mind. Some of the myriad forms anger can take are:

Frequent and mild-to-severe frustration
,i Rage (with or without physical violence)

Blame of others, or the system ("It's their fault! ")
Chronic resentment (reasonable or unreasonable expectations not

(.5 met)
Guilt-inducing behavior ("Look what you did to me")
Extreme passivity ("Do it for me; I can't")

ti
Martyrdom ( "killing with kindness"' at the expense of self)'

1
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Over-solicitude or patronizing others
Hostility ("I'll get back at you somehow").

Anger, in and of itself, can be considered a pure emotion just as are
sadness, joy, hope, or fear. It can be expressed in its pure f9rm, Or, as
above, with other motives or actions attached. zOr it can be felt in
combination with other feelings, such as fear.

It is very difficult to adequately express and then let go of anger
toward disability, particularly permanent disability, because it seems so
unfair. We want to make sense of it and yet we carrt. We want to
Make it somebody's fault, and indeed, in some few instances either
directly Of indirectly, it was! Sometimes it gives one temporary feelings
of relief to focus on someone or something other than oneself. Doctors,
sthools,.,God, fate, parents, and family members are frequent targets Of
anger sometimes justifiably so.

Anger can be destructive if it is misdirected, as in some of the
previoOi. examples, or if it is bottled up and turned inward as an attack
on one's self. Such misdirected anger becomes self-perpetuating. It can
spoil not only a persdn's outlook on life, but close relationships as well: i
Both misdirected and ',baled up anger can be illustrated lay this
example:

Angie is a bright, healthy fourteen-year-old girl who, becarise of
being injured in an auto accident at five years of age, is disabled: She
cannot walk without the help of braces and canes, and this she does
very slowly..In all other respects, however, she is physically normal:
She is still being dressed and groomed by her mother, Jeanli and
because she previously had refused to do household chores or keep
her own room clean, she is no longer asked to do so. Instead, her
mother, who also has a full-time job, cooks and keeps house with
some begrudging assistance from Angie's eight-year-olq brother,
Jason; Angie's father, Carl, who was driving the car in which Angie
was injured, occasionally berates his wife fir being too easy on
Angie, but for the most part avoids any confrontation of any family
Member, and withdraws from interacting with them. In the past year,
Jean has been an extremely active, vocal, and irate member of a
small group of parents who are attempting to reform Angie's school.

Among other things, this example illustrates the importance of good
communication and task sharing; which in this family could not be ,

accomplished without first uncovering ilie misdirected and bottled-Up
anger (and guilt which hampered each family member. It wasn't until
Jason became constantly ill with stoma _pains that the family doctor
recommended family counseling to them..Fortunatek, they were able to

1n
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understand their feelings and how these feelings affected not only their
family relationships, but their other activities as Well.

Anger is a normal and natural response to disability to being hUrt.
And it is felt by the entire family. It is important for the family to
acknowledge their anger without resorting to blaming each other or
using otfierindirect avenues of anger expression. Sometimes it-is-ver*
beneficial to ask someone (who you know will not judge you negatively
or reject you for feeling angry) t9 just sit and listen to your angry
thoUghts and feelings. If no one can be found who would react
unemotionally to you use a tape recorder or write your anger on paper.
It's essential to express it, even if it seems irrational. After all, there's
nothing rational about disablement.

FEAR

Another feeling which everyone has at some times but which
becomes particularly pronounced with disability is fear. Fear of pain;
being alone, financial insecurity, total dependence, loss of love; the
future, independence, Or even death, can become major preoccupations
for those facing the emotional stresses of physical and/or mental
incapacities.

The person who becomes disabled suddenly may fear a now-
dangerous outside environment which once felt relatively Safe. The
presence of curbs and steps; of barriers in attitudes; and of needing to
make complex plans to execute what may be a relatively-simple task;
cause realiatiC fears to arise. The tendency, then, may be to retreat, at
least temporarily, into an environment that is manageable and
controllable.

different fears are associated with different disabilities. For instance,
people who are blind or deaf may feel that .people are talking about
them or playing tricks on them becauSe they cannot see or hear all that
is going on around them. Those who are physically dependent on others

6 for basic assistance may fear abandonment by those on whom they.
depend, or its opposite being engulfed and controlled by the
physically needed person(s).

The person who is developmentally disabled or multihandicapped may
fear greater independence. And the impact which the prospect Of
independent living has on the family of a.developmentally diSabled adult,
has not been fully appreciated; The adjustment which the faMily must
make, often without sufficient support and information, can have the
Sarno intense quality as when the developmentally disabled child was
newly diagnosed.

Generally, these very deep fears diminish over time as reality,
experience, and' practice aid in replacing them with action. Disabled
people and their faMilies 'Should not be surprised, though, if fears
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occasionally surface. This is entirely understandable given the very real
difficulties they must face in the long process of adjustment;
particularly if the course of disability is uneven or downhill.

A major fear of those who have progressive diseases comes from the
lack of predictability one faces: Hope alternates-with-despair,-relating to
one's endurance health; perhaps one's employment, and other areas of
life. How can one function with such uncertainty?

Many elderly people are beset with real and terrible Jeers, some
brought about b,,\ financial insecurity or poverty, others by failing
physical and mental capacities, and others by lack of safety in their
environment, which can cause isolation:

Planning for emergencies and back-up support, as well as having
some financial reserves; can go far to alleviate some of these practical
fears: Knowledge of what may be expected in the course of
disablement is also extremely helpful and minimizes the possibility of
being caught completely unprepared for a crisis. Further; families can
turn to agencies for assistance.

GUILT

Guilt is one of the most complicated at devastating of human
emotions because it tends to be circular; that is, it leads to denial of
guilt; anger; acting out, shame or remorse, more guilt; or other such
mixed and complicated feelings. Most people accept more guilt for their
thoughts and actions than is warranted and are consequently in a

'position of forever "paying back" for wrongs they have not committed.
Others.seem to have an insufficiently' developed sense .of guilt, are
unable to accept responsibility for the negative consequences of their
actions; and usually turn their guilt feelings into angry attacks on .

others;
Guilt which is unresolved or unacceptable to the person can stem

from many sources; among them are:

An exaggerated sense of omnipotence; that is; the person feelS
s/he has the "God- like" quality of being able to wish or will
something negative to happen
Parental or other influences in early years having the effect of
making the child feel responsible for the "bee things that
happened to his' or herparents, to him/herself or others, but for
which the child was not actually responsible
A feeling that if something is denied another person, harm will take
place; this can result in failure to assert oneself; and fear, of
disagreement
Failure to acknowledge or attempt to make reparation for harms
actually committed cJn cause guilt feelings to linger
An nearly nntinal uttitttries trituarrlerinCc0c calf
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Act4Ins which arise from feelings of guilt usually compound the
problem; since they can result in extreme self- sacrificQ

:___-utiamselous-bargairis-whitfi are made (based_upon unacknowledged
guilt) can lead to resentment, anger, antthe same circular pattern as
was previously. described.

It is important to uncover and analyze the sources of excessive guilt
feelings. Parents, for instance, of a severely disabled child will often
feel overwhelming guilt over wishes, that their child had not lived. They
are often unable to express these thoughts to one anotheri and they
biicome deeply buried; Or they can feel that God is punishing them for
past misdeeds by giving them a handiOapped child; These deep feelings
of Shame and guilt, if not directly expressed, can lead to suppression or
misdirection Of anger, conversion of guilt to excessive fears and
worrying, ernotionally indticed illness, or overprotection of the child.
Disabled teenagers and adults can feel a great deal of guilt about
thoughts of suicide or of otherwise harming themselves.

Families can help uncover guilt feelings, whether warranted or
unwarranted, by permitting family members to communicate freely
abOut their guilt feelings. Sometimei even bringing up the topic of guilt
by such "exercises" as having family members write out their
responses to statements beginning with "I feel (felt) guilty when . .

'''and discussing their responses, can help.

n9
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IV. DEPEIJDENCY, INDEPENDENCE,
AND INTERDEPENDENCE

All people are social animals, and all people are dependent The
human infant remains, physically and emotionally dependent on its
family loogee than any other creature in the animal kingdom. Centuries
ago, societies considered that adulthood was reached during.the
teenage years as,..soon as the person was able to reproduce children and
to work: Emancipation occurred much sooner in the life-cycle be use
life spans were shortened by disease, wars, and other hardships.
Today, even though children may be physically mature; they are seldom
emancipated until they have reached their twenties. So, our society not
only condones but encourages a certain amount of dependency on the
family through young adulthood:

.

Society also seems to condone more dependent behavior for girlS
than it does for boys: The women's liberation movement has pointed
out the differences in how.familiet SOCialite girls to be less competitive
and aggressive (at least overtly) than boys. Fortunately; families are
becoming more aware Of.these differences in attitudes inearing
children and are accepting and encouraging variability in behavior for
both sexes.

Emotional dependence on others changes and decreases with age but
is always present i the healthy individual. In times of stress; we are
emotionally more pendent on otherS for support, listening, care, and
encouragement. e may also be more dependent physically as our
energies are tax d and activities which had been easy are more difficult
to perform.

Increaed erridti nal dependence may last a ion time, even after a
crisis has passed. Adjustment to changed circums nces requires some
time, patience; and people wh6 are able to understand and respond to
the greater needs for assistance.

For a disabled person, a certain ambunt of physical dependency is
often necessary because of the liMitations imposed by thafenvironment
on mobijity, employMent opportunities, recreational outlets~ and so
forth. The amount of dependency on others (or on special equipment)
alSb will vary with the disabled person's physical or mental limitations.
Some mentally retarded individuals may alWays reqUire some Art of
super4ision if their judgment is severely impaired. A severely physically
disabled person may be unable to prepare meals, turn in bed; or use the
toilet without assistance. Environmental controls, assistive devices; and
recent breakthrotighs in cOMMuriiCation aids hold tremendous potential

:..for maximizing self-suffitiency for disabled people; Attendant care is
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also an increasingly recognized need since stendants can help fallilies
reduce the amount of time they spend caring for their disabled
member's physical needs.

However; since supportive devices can break 'down and supportive
saople can be unavailable, family members may be the only back-up
people to whom the disabled person may turn. While planning fo(
alternative supports during these periods of "breakdown" can help to
prevent crises, changes within the:services systems will also be
necessary to minirniza the risks in living independently for severely

. disabled and elderly persons.
But it is emotional over-dependence which is so difficult to change:

Over-dependence usually begins as soon as the family begins to treat
the disabled person differently than they treat other fainily members.
They may make special allowances because of_feelings of pity or guilt.
or they may worry excessively about the disabled member's well-being.
Sometimes a cycle of caregiving; characterized by alternating guilt and
resentment; takes place; This cap be very hard to modify; The term for
this is "hostile dependency;" for mutual hostility builds up on the part
of both the caregiver and the recipient of care; Both parties battle for a
sense of contr.& over the other in an endless attempt to bolster their
self-esteem. Sadler, many relationships are governed by these dynamics
throughout all of society.

Over-dependence and over- protection of a disabled person can spring
from other sources as well. For instance, facrelies of disabled people can
be just as vulnerable to the-negative stereotypes and images of
disability as is the rest of society: These distorted notions of disabled
people as "pathetic victims" are difficult to-change; particularly if the
family has been exposed to :these negative images over many years.

Another factor which contsibutes to overprotection -is that some
disabled people, at one time, really required intensive family caregiving.
Consequentls, patterns of relating to that psrsun were established un
the basis of a very real .situation. However; if the physisal needs for
caregiving lessen while the family maintains its previous level of care;
expecting dependency and helplessness; that family is "stuck" in an
outmoded reality: If adjustments are not made, such as encouraging
self-care and assuming other responsibiOes; the disablcd person's
helplessness will often persist. .

The effects of over-dependency have'a doubly niippling effect on-the
disabled person. S/he may fear opposiing the homily and being assertive,
for to do so might threaten relationships on which s/he depends for
love; care; and; in some cases; survival: S/he may avoid taking

sresponsibility for indeperOent actions_ for fear .that feilure would bruise
ss- an already insecure ego; Si+r may/withdruw passiVely or become

manipulative, using disableTcTht as en excuse for helplessness or lackmanipulative,
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The family, in these instances. MST probably has rewarded

leetple,:ssness because it may view the world as cold and dangerous or
betause the disabled person't independence would threaten the,_
farney's shaky equilibrium. if a mother. for Instance. has devoytt most
of her trine-and energy to cariN tor a haneticapped "child" of the
years. and iii3ddertly slhe leaves; she is left without a major function
which had formerly been he raison eferre She may then be faced with.
amarital relationship which has been unsatisfying. no r:areer, and
perhaps no marketable skills

This disrrW outcome can be prevented if the family is aware of the
appropriateness and inevitability of greater degrees of independence as
the disabled member matures, By gradually building toward
emancipate), and by anticipating that family relationships will change
as a result of growth and development: family members will be able to
view 6E:h others increased independence positively

ittependeriee is never absolute. It does not mean that no
dependffncies exist. What it hes come to mean to disabled people i5
increased freedomiof choice, increased dignity. equality of status with
all otter citizens; and increased apportunrties to develop apersonally
satisfying lifestyles In short, disabled person can expect to enjoy the
independence which any other person in society enjoys to the fullest
extent erossitale._

Perhapsa More accurate term to use when trying to descept., trie
condition between the l'.wo extremes of total independence and total
dependence is "interdependence," This term, does not imply that
interdependelce is an -intermediate on the path to total_
indeperedence, for that *ft an unattainable and unwanted goal
Interdependence merely recognizes what already exists in both our
natural and technological einvironmene We all depend on each other for
certain things and, at different points-in our lives; some needs become
major concerns which formerly were of minor concern, Interdependence
implies recognizing your needs (some of which ehange with
deveopment through_life's Stages, while other r.. endure, such as the
need for'love and self-esteem); risking hayiredilhem met through
increasing your own abileitet, to help ourself; and working with others
who share your interests and concerns. A disabled man summed up an
impoitent insight he gained from group therapy in saying, The key to
independence is knowing wheri to be dependent:"

Strangety; greater interdependence can be developedrn recognizing
dependency, if possible; wiihou! guilt Here are some Other steps ',aptly
members can take tojessen. dewidency,

Reassure yourself ttlat Ote.et people feel dependent and you are not
rtnicitmi,
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Recognize that no one person can give you everything you heed.
and learn to expect different things from different ,people
Becorrk, as salf.reliant as yoU can; keeping in mind that terf
reliance boctti; Teltesteem. .

La* for APProianaie sources of support taut beware of
exaggerated expectations, focuseilion, the wrong peotA. Spouses
cannot be expected to be parent* to each-other et all times.
Have fanlity discdasions about fernity needs and problems, Try to

4 redistribule-imks so that each member shares more actually in
household responsibilities. For instance; your teenage ditthled
family member probably can be hrAied and encouraged ki .

participate more fully in_vAf-care, in family tasks, and in peysorial
and firnitt,cWicii[ori matting.
Work toward more equalized relationships based upon respect
rather tharr-guitt These differences canbe cheracterizet by doing
more with the disabled person rather than "tor him ot her .And: it
is alsie aPOroOriete for the family to receive help and sulipor from
the _threlbled verse!, at times. ,

-* Eirpfcrre 07pPort unities for the disabled person and family members
to learn from -"rnedeling.7' Modeling means that people in . similar
situations ipeerstrOwe the successes and failures they've had in
overcoming obstacles. Some programs such as centers for
-independent living-offer such opportunities nor peers to get
together and help each other::

fftmernber that. your family is also d'art of a larger system: There are
WWI,/ opci9rtyniiies to get help and s rt horn friends. otheriamity
Mornb4rs-, neighbors and professio alsjn a community, Don t be
efraid,to seek help when'you need it, lt ot only yout otiyifOge but

ut tight!
. Families Play an irriponant role in-helcung both -normarTiend bled

chitdren learn about sex. The-topic Of sexuality ptcornplex and highly
petionel. The term -sexuality- conjures up many different thii-.45 to
0*cip*,_ To some it means the act of sexuarvit oursit, while for

here it connotes a life force, enerdy or d,fT Others closely relate
seleutOityto sensuality. The emotlana p pie ssociate with sexttality
Will differ vastly and are determined not onlY by past Ile xperient*I .
but how peopleteet &boat themSetyes and bo çthems#esn illation
to others, _ .

The earliest experiencesofsexuatity occur in the mother-babi
telationship The' baby fl4 tensually gratified through tieing touched;
haki. caressed. bativd fed, and talked to. by the mother and other .

fitatitikg people In-the baby's lift. It is uport_As fcmitglation that the,
learns about hlmself/herself If Only oartfailyi out Je . baby learns__
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about relationships with others. SeNuality; through sensuality; is
present in the infant. It changes or develops complexity throughout the
life!cycle of each person.
-Tie expressions of sexuality may vary greatly from one rrSai to

arfother. When a poison is disabled, the means by which Sitie eXpresses
sexuality will depend upon physical and/or mental capabilitieS, the
person's self7image, their ability to form relationships;:jand the
'aVallability of suitable partners. In these respects; sexuality for disabled
People is identical to sexuality for nondisabled- peonle.

Disabled people are sexual human beings', just as is everyone else.
However; problems with-feelings. about sexuality and the, expression of ;
sexuality,occurmore frequently. with disability. In addition to the tattett
mewed above (self-image, ability to form relationships; availability of
:partners), other fadtors may iMpede a disabled person's ability to
experience sexuality in a satisfying fashion. These factors ere:

Inadequate or distorted knowledge of sexuality and human
reproduction
Feelings of fear or shame about one's body and the expression of
sexuality

;

Few opportunities to develop relationships, resulting in an
immaturity, with 'others.

Families can help a developing child with one or more disabilities to
have a positive self-image; by being comfortable about sexuality in
general; by discussing sexuality with their child according to the child's
ability to comprehend what it means, BY using the correct names of
body parts including genitals, and by encouraging the child to respect
himself/herself and others.

Many sex education programs for disabled people are now available.
through schools and'universities, and are also being offered by private -

agencies. Family planning agencies 'are beginning to provide special
011ervices to teenagers and adults with disabilities; Counseling is more
readily available to indiViduals; couples; or groups for whom disability-
related issues- present obstacles to fulfillment in sexuality and
relitionahips.

Families' can assist a disabled person by creating a healthy; enjoyable;
and responsible climate about sexuality`and all other forms of self-
expression. When the issues relating to sexuality of the disabled person
are beyond the family's capacity to resolve; or are inappropriate for the
family to 'handle; assistance from others can be obtained.

ow I
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V: PROBLEMS AND RESOURCES

A family with one or more disabled members is still a family. It-is like .

and unlike any other family unit. But there are some unique needs of
families faced with disability which other families may not have to
confront as fully or as regularly. Counselors who work with the families
of disabled people have noted that personal problems and issues which
may have been dormant but unresolved will reappear when the family
faces the'stresses of disablement; It is almost a rule of thuinti that the
happier and healthier a perdon or family is before disability hits; the
better they are able to cope with its effects, A teenage child of two
blind Parents states, "I think the effect of disability on me is not very
much :.. . its more related to who the people are in the family, their.
personalities; and the ups and dOwne which normal families have." Her
parents have worked hard to achieve the harmony which they now

`enjoy. The hard work this family had to,do involved confronting, in a
positiv shion, the obstacles which the disabilities of both parents
posed f all of the family members; The following section describes i
some of the problems which disablement can present to families; and
suggests ways to overcome these typical problems.

ENHANCING FANKLY COMMUNICATION

The stress families feel when faced by disability can be greatly eased
by strengthening family relationships through good comMunication.
Some ways to ,improve family exchanges ere:

Learn to make "I" statements. Phrases such as "I feel," think,"
_tend to avoid the problemi of using others to speak for you Us;ng
"I" statements promotes individual responsibility for actions and
feeliags.
Try to be objective when talking with others. Avoid "blaming"
statements, or "scapegoati6g" of family members. Examples of

,.blaming statements include: You never listen to the or ."You've
always hated me," and If it weren't for you l'd be a happy
person." Statements which indict a person's character (usually
containing the words :'always" or "never") and whi6 imply that
the person is "bad" and always was,-are extremely unproductive.
Likewite; serf-esteern is greatly IZiwered whet? a particular family"
member is consistently singled out for verbal attack or rejection
(scapegoating).

Q
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Use comrnunicat s a procel§ of discovery rather than as a
means to get back at others: If people' are attacked for their
openness (provided their openness does not attack others), they
learn to withhold comMuriication. This process can undermine trust
between people.
Make sure each person is heard and'understood. This is particularly
difficult when a person-has a speech or hearing impairment: Some
families unwittingly tend to exclude a person with a
communications-impairment, because it requires extra time and
energy to carry on an interchange. Another problem occurs when
families "speak for" the disabled person whey? the situation calls
far that pliiS to speak (or communicate) for him or herself. The
extra eff , within reason, which a family makes to encotrage
full and curate communication between all of its members; and
to allow each member "equal time," will pay off in building mutual
respect.
Respect and tolerate differences of opinion and feelings. It is-a
problem if the family requires all of its members to be the same,
and if there must be consensus on all issues. If family members are
truly permitted to be individuals, then they will naturally experience
life differently according to their own points of view.
Check out whether the messages given teothers are received as
you intended them; Watch to see whether the tone of voice and
body language correspond with the spoken words. Be attuned to
misplaced anger (anger directed toward someone or something
other than the real source) or unwarranted or excessive anger.
Look at how tenderness and love are expressed.
Risk asking for what you want, recognizing that everyone can't get
everything they want at all times:
Learn to take turns and to compromise: Communication, like most
things in life, requires giv9 and take. Negotiate so that even if
some needs are not met fully, they are at least met partially.

. Leave open the possibility of renegotiations to more fully get what
you want._
Look at wfio makes decisions in the family and how. Does one
member impose his or her will while the others acquiesce? Or do
members mutually agree and compromise? Do changes need to be
made? Sometimes one person; odcasiorolly it may even be the
disabled member, will be allowed to rlave as a "tyrant,"
dictating to and controlling other me ers of the family. In such
cases outside guidance and intervention may be needed to help
equalize relationships within the familv4
Commihnicate clearly according to the !eivels of each family
member's understanding; Children ige oien unalisle to understand

_
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complicated terminology. Mentally disabled people may require
some repetition of 'concepts to be able to fully understand their
meanings; The feeling that people around ope are speaking a
"foreign language" has,the effect of excluding those who are not
"knowledgeable." This may result in a sometimes not-so-subtle
form Of domination.
Make sure that there agreement on a time to talk and hold to it
Most important decisiops require time for soul-searching,
information gattiering, full discussion, and planning. It is difficult to
reach a major decision in a few minutes without negative
repercussions;
Admit when you are wrong. People often feel that if they do this
they will lose self-esteem or the esteem of others: But experience
has.shown that just the opposite effect occurs.

Many families of disabled people are reluctant,or reticent in
discussing their feelings about the disability. This reluctance often
stems from a feeling that greater emotional damage will tak place if
feelings are brought into the open or that the disabled persoh will feel
personally-attacked. While it may take courage to do so, as a rule; the
:More open the family communication is, the better the chances are of
gaining needed support and strength.

TASK SHARING

Famires can get into ruts regarding tasks, and this can produce much
resentment: It is useful; sometimes; to reassign or reapportion tasks so
that each member learns to do different things,around the house and to
contribute more fully to the family's functioning; For instance; parents
of disabled children can take turns in providing care. Teens, including
those using Wheelchairs, can help to prepare meals, wash drshis,do
laundry, and clean the house. Caring for pets is another task which
most disabled teenagers can successfully accomplish.

Taking turns and sharing tasks build competency and give each
member a sense of mastery: The skills developed in the home and in
the areas of self-care can be transferred:to othfir life situations.
Octasionally, even vocations are developed through competencies
acquired at herne. Task sharing may require consiclerable patience,
ingenuity, and firmness, depending on the personalities of family
members and their willingness to Mt new things. But, most families that
have followed through say it's well worth the extra efforts involved.

RpLE FLEXIBILITY AND INFLEXIBILITY

Aligned somewhat with task sharing is role flexibility; Studies have
stn that the more able any individual is toilvdle a variety of roles
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(such as those of employee, parent, child, student, volunteer), the
better adjusted and more mature that person could be considered. AS a
child develops, s/he acquires more roles, and with them 'come the
demand for added skills to meet the requirements of each role.

People differ in how they meet role requirements, and no one can
handle all the requirements of all the family roles alone. This is why it is
so difficult for single parents, for instance, to cope or flourish without
outside support and relief. With disablement comes role strain, as family
members are called on to perform duties and replace vital functions
which may have been manageable in the past.

.Sandy, a young married woman, says,

I was so completely dependent on Jim to support me (since I had
never held a job), listen to my troubles; and really to plan our lives,
that when he became,disabled, I was absolutely lost. I wanted to
leave him, but I didn't know how I'd take care of myself. If it hadn't
been for his parents, who stepped in aFid helped, I know I would
have gone crazy, or worse. . . .

While it is true that disability in the family always occasions,a sense
A of loss, Sandy's words illuminate some of the problems which rigidity

of family roles (in this caseimarital roles) can cause, over apd above the
stresses of disability itself; Sandy was doubly unprepared for change
because she was still living as a child with Jim acting more as her
father than as her husband.

Another frequently observed problem springing from role inflexibility
is one in which all of the caregiving responsibilities for home and
children rest upon the mother's shoulders. This is difficult to remedy
since traditional societal expectations have reinforced this concept of
the mother's role: When there is a disabled child in the family; the
increased caregiving responsibilities are often too great for the mother
alone to assume. The problem worsens if she feels too guilty to ask for
help, for fearthat to do so_zwould be an admission of failure.
Resentment often ensues. Thi icament can create emotional
distance between the mother and the r the family which, if not
resolved, can produce serious emotional and phy hardships and an
overly protective attitude toward the disabled child;

Nondisabled siblings can experience the same problem: Studies have
shown it is usually the eldest daughter who, through increased guilt
feelings, or parental inability or unwillingness, is persistently cast in the
caregiving role. Studies of siblings of mentally retarded youngsters
shov+4 that they have an tricreased incidence of psychiatric disturbance.
characterized by poor peer relationships, temper tantrums; and
depression. 31 ;



Virtually any family member can fall prey to the problems inherent in
assuming the lion's share of responsibility for one or more disabled
family members; It is hard fixthe family to change this situation
because the membei who assumes this responsibility is usually the one
for whom it comes most naturally aid because that member is
performing a vitally needed function. It .also offers increasing rewards;=.
because as time masses, one becomes more expert in fulfilling this role.

There is da that the individual growth needs of the rierson '
assuming the giving role Will be sacrificed, or underdeveloped. The
child who must e mother; the mother who may only be mother, the
father who may only be child; all have one thing incommon. They have
few opportunities to develop themselves as separate ind unique` people
outside of the roles which they perceive are required of them; The
resulting problems can require outside intervention, to help families
adjust so that all family members can be allowed greater possibilities for
self-development. ..

STRESS MANAGEMENT (HALT)

Members 'of Alcoholics Anonymous use an expression which is meant
to alert the recovered alcoholic to a situation which could be dangerous
to continued sobriety. It is, "Don't get too HurigryAngry, Lonely; or
Tiredil'. or HALT. , .

Families wider stress can find themselves in all those situations, and
it is -a warning signal to use in assessing whether basic needs are being
met; Emotion& and physical crises can be averted if the family remains
aware of these basic needs; People in stress often forget to eat or may
have sleep disturbances; They may be more irritable or weepy,. which

-makes it harder for them to reach out for help; This can cause further
isolation and loneliness. Action needs to be taken; Take time to nourish
yourself and rest, even If you can't sleep. These are essential bodily
needs. Improvement of general physical health can greatry Minimize the
effects of stress and alleviate much emotional vulnerability.

Here are other steps you can take to better cope with stress.
6

Pet out of your accustomed environment if you can, if only for a
.Short break. Chnose an environment conducive to alleviating the
stress you feel. For instance, if you are anxious and tense, chod-re
a Scene place in which to unwind. If you are lonely and depressed,
choose a place in which you can be with people.
Try some physical activity. Use the many recreational outlets
available (the object here is to release the tension inside).

ka;loix_te_chni uels are often very useful in times of stress or
even as a daily practice. oga an ereises-can-greatly
benefit your health. The basic relaxation technique involves
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alternating tension of muscles (for five to seven seconds) and
relaxation of muscles for twenty to thirty seconds. Focus on
different muscle groupings beginning with facial and jaw muscles
and slowly moving down the body to the feet. Yoga and meditation
practices cannot be covered in sufficient depth here, but these and
other useful relaxation techniques are contained in The Relaxation
and Stress Reduction Workbook, referenced in "Further Reading
and Resources" at the end of thit booklet.
Communicate your worries, tensions, and problems. Choose
someone who is a good listener and who is in a position to help
you;
Try to discover what is cfrusihg your stress and consider these
questions:
A. Have I tried all that I can to alleviate the stress?
B.. Is the source of stress beyond my power to change?
C. Can I accomplish change by joining with others to work

toward a remedy?

Sometimes families of disabled people; or disabled persons
themselves, aren't able to separate problems into the elements unique
to their circumstances or common to many families in their position.
Isolation of the family makes this process much more difficult. Now,
with help more available, it is most important that families become
aware, informed, and engaged with others in their situation and with
those people who have been trained to help.

OTHER QUALITIES TO ENHANCE ROPING

Families who seem to adjust well to disability -have.certain qualities in
common. Some have had to work very hard to develop these qualities,
while for others they came more naturally. These qualities are:

Assertion of self and of one's own needs. This is vitally impormnt
when one is in a dependent position, relying on many other people
or systems for finances,. medical care; education,,or otherhelp.
People can be trained to be assertive (as opposed to being
aggressive) through formal training or advocacy awareness
workshops. Assertiveness is based upon recognizing the legitimacy
Of your needs and rights, and it is an essential ingredient of taking
responsibility for self-management.
Resourcefulness. This quality can be developed in many ways,
such as by having an inquisitive attitude toward life in general,
asking questions when information is needed, shar_kig_your--

___3xperlanoei-wittrbthers-r-readir-IgtOObliiimore information; and
asking for assistance;
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A key word to think of in relation to resourcefulness is
"sharing;" that is, that a part of getting is also giving. 'f=amilies can
share their knowledge of the system to help each other, and
knOwledge of the system aids in more effectively utilizing available
services.

Another important aspeFt of resourcefulness is the ability to
develop contacts which can be useful ihraising fund%, providing
physical care; or other types Of concrete assistance:' Sometimes a
contact you have made within a service, delivery system, or with a
legislator or influential person in the cOrnmunity can make things
happen for you,. when you alone were 'unsuccessful.

Keep resource files with business.cirds; program information,
records.of correspondence, newsletter% articles; meeting notes;
and names cfi people to contact for various services. Seek out
other parents or families which share your concerns, ask them for
their phcIne numbers and addresses; and keep. them- handy: You
could have the beginnings' of a good community coalition.
Patience. An often-overlooked quality which can ease much
tension is patience. It seems to come quite easily to those who
recognize and accept the fact that major change doesn't happen
very quickly. Physically disabled people and their families are
acquainted with the extra time and energy it takes' to perform most
tasks; -to get from one Place to another; to communicate; and to
wait for medical appointments; They know that planning is required
to avoid either rushing or missing appointments.
Sense of humor. Some families have reported that humor has
saved them when life seemAd pretty tragic. While some people feel
there is nothing particularly funny about disability or the
predicaments disabled liebple face, others have been able to accept
their disilbilities and to even joke about them. Geri Jewel; a
commedienne with cerebral palsy; has a comedybact in which she
incorporates jokes about her disability; Because of her
uncoordinated movements and slurred speech; she wa§ sometimes
mistaken for being drunk. So she had a teeshirt made which said,
"I don't have cerebral palsy, I'm drunk!" While humor doesn't
have to involve disability itself, the ability to, laugh and joke does
suggest acceptance of the situation and the Pleasure of the
moment. Psychologists suggest that humor is verytherapeutic_and___

PROBLEMS WITH ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

Though'substance abuse is a nationwide problem affecting literally
millions of Americans; it seems to occur more frequently (though there
are no accurate statistics) among disabled people and their families. The
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causes of substance abuse could be many and are open to speculation.
Some feel that chemically-dependent people have a susceptibility or
predisposition, which may be hereditary, to the effects of stimulams
and depressants and can thus quickly become physically addicted to
them; Others feel that environmental factors such as family or group
abuse of alcohql and drugs, and life pressures and stress; are the most
important causal factors. Other suspected causes are emotional
problems such as chronic depression, or other mental health problems.
Probably all factors have some validity as causes.

Disabled people may need to take more medications for physical pain,
muscle relaxation, and sleep disturbances. Thus they are more likely to
depend on medications even after the original need has diminished.
Physicians will frequently prescribe these medications for emotional
distress; or because a patient frequently complains; and the physician
does not know what else to do.

Depression, isolation, and the lack of satisfying relationships; which
some disabled people or their family members experience, can make
them wish to alter reality as a "solution." Indeed, lack of adjustment to
disability itself can precipitate overuse and abuse of alcohol and/or
drugs. Becoming or being disabled may produce thoughts of suicide,
and chemical addiction is slow suicide;

The attempt to withdraw or even the thought of withdrawal} from
the depended-upon substande may be met with resistance; fear,
anxiety, and even physical symptoms: However, continuing to overuse
drugs (including alcohol) damages relationshibs-a0 self-esteem;
increases emotional isolation, and may interfere with work. Alcohol
abuse eventually causes physical damage to the body, or even death.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act considers alcohulism and drug
abuse as disabilities in and of themselves; Substance abuse coupled
with physical disability; then; is a double handicap the family must face.

Fortunately, much help is available for those who. suffer from the
diseases of alcoholism and drug addiction. Families can help by
recognizing that substance abuse is occurring, and that alcoholism and
drug abuse are very serious problems. Don't be afraid to talk'to the
family member with °the problem and offer your support for_getting help.
Write for more information about the problern if necessary-(see the
resource list at the end of this booklet).

Discuss the issue of getting help; as well as the treatment
possibilities, with family members. Your family physician may be able to
steer you to proper treatment. It may even be wise to have a physical
exam prior tn treatment, as hospitalized detoxification may be the only
safe means of withdrawal from. the substance. But physical withdrawal
is only the first step in treating substance abuse. A counseling or self-
help program must be started immediately and must get at the causes
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of the person's need to.drink or take drugs. A more positive means of
coping With life must beifound to substitute for the destructive use of
alcohol or drugs. A variety of treatment approaches are available. They

- are:

- Alcoholics Anonymous This was one of the first self-help groups
and is the largest program available today for alcoholism. AA is a
voluntary fellowship of alcoholic persons whose sole purpose is to
help themselves and each other to get sober; stay sober, and mend
their lives. Narcotics Anonymous uses the same steps and
principles as AA. Al Anon family groups have been set up for the
spouses and friends of alcoholic persons. Alateen helps the
children of alcoholic individuals understand drinking and related
problems at home and outside the home.
Counseling programs These are staffed by specially trained 1

substance-abuse counselors, often persons who have themselves]
recovered from alcoholism or drug abuse.; .

Psychotherapy Individual and group psychotherapy can help
individuall to better hantlle their problems by building trust in
another person.
Family therapy This treatment approach is gaining aeceptanc as
marital and family relationships are recognized as being prOfoun ly
affected by substance abuse; and as families are seen as capablra
of promoting recovery and building healthier relationships.

Most recovered alcohol and drug abusers can regain functioning
abilities which were lost prior to recovery. Indeed, many contribute
significantly to their communities and families. But they have learne
that they must refrain entirely from taking in the offending substanc
"one, day at a time."

RELIGION AND FAITH

It may-becontroversial to discuss, religion is nonetheless a
potent force in some families, and it can have either a positive or
negative impact. When disability occurs in a family, 'members try to
make some sense of it, to answer the question, "Why me (or-us)!!?
som9 cases, medicine cannot give' the answer as to why a disability has
occurred: Some families seek spiritual answers to such questions. .

Many people believe that human beings are not only composed of
mind and body, but of spirit as well. Religious families have received
considerable emotional (and sometimes financial) support from their
affiliations with religious groups. Religion provides them with a
framework of spiritual values; it .offers a community.ol/beople with
whom to share concerns and Jesources; and it can add meaning to their
lives:
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Religious affiliation and faith can be important resources for some
families. Indeed, it has been noted that some families who before had
no particular feeling or need for religion became very active in it
because of 'disablement: While spiritual growth seems very conducive
to emotional and. physical well-being, strong words of caution are
needed. The cases of actual faith healing are few. If a family expects its
disabled member to be permanently cured of a permanent disability,
they are most likely to be bitterly disappointed.

Some disabled people report that they have had dreadful experiences
with adherents of certain religious groups; One woman reports:;

In my experience; religion offered no more satisfying
explanations/answers to "why me" questions than medicine.., In
actual fact, much of the hassles of attitudinal barriers are the direct
result of, or are easily deriVable from, religious absolutism. This
ranges from being accosted in public places by those who insist that
I "believe and be healed," to avoidance (of me) by those who sense
"evil" in disability:

Each family must carefully consider the physical and psychological
effects which attempting to "Cure a permanent disability might have
on the disabled person and the family. The desire for a cure can stem
from a wish to deny the disability entirely and may prolong the grief
process or prevent the seeking of medical care.

The endless; sometimes worldwide; pursuit of medical remedies may
have as negative an impact on the family as the search for supernatural
cures. The reasonable person must; at some point, decide that what
can be-done-has been done, or is being done. This permits the process
of living with disability to advance.

A man who had had lymphomatic carcinoma for fifteen years said
"I'm not dying of cancer. I'm too busy living with it." Religion and
medicine can be balanced in a healthy way; Most medical practitioners
will respect the religious beliefs and practices of their patients; They
will often accommodate families' needs and preferences for treatment
and will devise ways to uphold religious practice's while providing
treatment.

It is understaridable that any remedy which has the potential for
alleviating or curing a disability will be sought, particularly while the
family is grieving over the disability. Physicians admit that there is much
which is not yet understood or scientifically iirosvable about disease and
disability. Yet much is already known about the diagnosis and
remediation of disability, and medical practices have been'developed to
minimize the risks to the patient.

t3
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THE EXTENDED FAMILY; NEIGHBORS; AND F DS

Disability is somewhat like death or diVorce in ti impact on
relationships outside the immediate family; Peopl go through many
stages to either broaden the numbers and kinds relatiorvehips tbey
develop, or to narrow their relationships to the " tied and true" This
depends a great deal on the temperament-Of e family, how they have
ernotionally and physically coped with disability, and how they see
themselves in relation to the community.

Most people genuinely want to help a disabled person for their
family); but don't know what.to tip; Unless they have directly
experienced die:ability, they tend to have a variety of reactions,to a
disabled person; many of which' are awkward or unwelcome.

Families are particularly sensitfve to the reactions to disability of
friends, neighlibrs, other family members, and strangers. Feelings of
rejection, disappointrnent nd exelusion by the outside the family are
frequeritly heard; particularly in the early stages of disability. The family
then tends to close up and limit itaelf to situations and people who are
"safe." For some famines; ;his canbe a period of retrenching while
relationships are sorted out and decisions are made as to which
relationships needto be saved and how, and which should be let go. As

e 'disabled woman put it, '_-
-You really find out who your true friends

e."
Somelamilies never move out of this stage and remain isolated. Thit,

is unfortunate because. they frequently are unable to obtain the-help .

they need when they need it since they have closed off their resources
along with the hurt from which,they are attempting to shield
themselves.

You will need to decide how to handle cruel or insensitive remarks if
they are made.. Naturally, the time and energy the family spends on.
correcting misperceptions or rebuffs from others will depend upon how
important the person (who is insensitive) is to the family, or how
frequently the- same or similar prob'ems arise.

Some methods of handling,these troublesome situations are!,

fly rote pteying Compile.a list of the most frequently
en oontered difficult or hurtful situations. Have family members
tak turnsin playing the rejecting or avoiding person, while anothe:
me ber plays the person who is being rejected or avoided. Devise
resp sea which can be used comfortably by each family member
in these situations; Rehearse these responses until they feel
spontaneous and can be employed almost automatically.
Confrontation By saying something such as; "I sense (my)
disabiliW Wakes you uncomfortable. Why is that so?", attention is

08
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deflected back to the source of the-problem, 1.e.. the feelings-.
behavior. and attitudes or the other person. This enables a more
honest interchange which could charge the other person's
awareness:
Simple explanation Sometimes people ask naive or blunt
questions. These merely require a simple, explanatory answer. For
instance, an answer to a wiestion such as "'Why can't she walk
co Id be _mcause her disability her legs so weak that she
n s help in getting around," The specific disability eed not even
be mentioned unless it must be knowo or you with it to be knciwn.
Ignore the atilt) r-. Some situations are either too minor or offer
too little possibility for positive change: The t response to such

i situations is w turn your back. Chalk it up to ignorance of
others, and don't waste our ime or energy attempts-to change
this ignorgrce.

ri Drop the "rejectors" reasonable attempts have been made to
form a r tionship wit another; based upon' understanding and

'rasp nd disability: ontinues to be a major obstacle in forming
or sus aining a satisf mg relationship; then it's time to question its
oontinuati It is h lthier to seek out those whom you accept and
Who acce you. flit er than staying with those who reject or
exclude yet( ..

. ,i
Most families find ng easier to cope with the outside world and

the complicated world lose relationships as time goes by. The more
open and comfortable the familyis aboUt disability; the easier it
becomes to handle insensitive remarks; avoidance; uneasiness; or
hostility. from outsiders:

It is possible to educate those around you about disability in the
cocotte of your daily living. If it is very difficuh to-go to others' homes.
invite them to your home. Sometimes yfitesd to talk abiout your
disability or that of your loved one; and exp s what you need directly
and openly; since others can't guess what you're feeling; Neighbors;
extentledfamily members; and friends can be very helpful; You might
be able to devise a cooperati a system of child &ire, or back-up plans
for emergencies. If theydri and you don't, they might be able to take
You to Your appointments or _o your shgpping in exchange for other .

favors Or paid work you do for them;
Siimetimes;people outside the family are more helpful than those in

4e, family becttuse they arentt a emotionally invoed in your day-to-
day snuggles: They might be able to offer emotional support or bolster
your spirits when you are low: Some have become so involved in
helping the family that they are excellent advocatesand_may
accompany parents to schclol meetingsree0octor visits where support is

*4 l : 4... ,,,,
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needed. They also .9 to WM money to the fa when
short 01

As . ...; osabilitiiis, participate more in the everyd y lives of
rwmdisabled people; the "irrieget" of disabilgyecome crucial;

'.1legative images and stereotypes of disablement are being Challenged
aril critwxued not only through the media; bilt.it)rointi.Mterection .

between. disabled petiole, their tamale. and othlus in society. Thus, me.
potential Koreas.* far everyone to view peOr4e with disabilitiestas y.
people, first, with their. ditability brItt bf sectindtrY importance.. As
Wilfred Shoed wrote in his editorial "On Being Hand-ice-Ned"

; (1firwsvoireik,-August 25; 1980).; "Any affliction within reason can be
_ gotten used,,,t9,,.in tom= Being trees funny cannot," -

AND `PUBLIC FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Unrisso4putly 1 can be financially draining. Since
aillster-oce monies are tinobtaineW _tiniest a family's incase is

;Mar the poverty level; rffsabirrtieli often effect middit-incorne ferAiilies
the most Farnilx standards of living sometimes rapidfir,cletrease as
medical bills increase;

It it Important to determine yOur "financial needs for treatment of the
displAity.-Ifirryur family *Nis pOt have a social worker 'call the neirest
loatiltati and speak to the toclel.worker ttRire about,what financial and
program resources are available to you (this will deptind'On the disability
your fansyr thembigr ties; hik or tier age, and the femily frier". level),
The dollar amount of public est Wane to disabled people varies kohl
state to state-. dUe in large part in the money sac* state is Able to
match with fie federal grants; if the hospital social worker is not

Joinillar with programs and other potential sources of financial
--Neisalstarice. On's' give up. Ask for a referral to a public or voluntary

i*ricy for the inforrnefo-oh you need;
Tha Public agencies which offer specific Orttggirrill for disabled people

nationvridrk Or which provide financial reiourceslor income maintenance
frnoney on Which to live) and purchase of services (programs fOt
'disabled people, are hated below.

The federal Sociel Security Administration ISSi; SSA; SSD))
provides money to disabled children of low.income.farntlies or
ditabVIdCetults over_k0-e_Oteep_who are living independeritty

.Who are in bn 041-_of -h-61110 placer,nt. pi who are full-tirrie
atte:Writs and unable to work becetiskof their disability_
qletlicald provides Medical insurari4 fot lowincome:disabitii
people; eligibilty for SSI tutornaticaliy qual fiees the ,disabled r,ersoh
for Medicaid;
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County or state departments of social services provide AFDC (Aid
to Families with Dependent Chi Idri- -1 monies to families-with
children until they can earn enough to support themselyeethey
also administer hOmemaker-chore or in -home support services for
disabled people. Food stamps may else' be available to families,.
depending on state regulations and family income.
Services for developmentally disabled persons vary from state to
state and are financed by bOth federal and state governments:
services can include, bixe not limited to; free diagnosis and
evaluation, lifetime c anagement for those who require it; and
purchase of services for the developmentally_ disabled individual.
State crippled children's services (CCS) provide medical and social
services; purchase of equipment; and payment Of surgeries for
those who are financially eligible; and outpatient therapy for
orthopedically handicapped children: up to age eighteen.
State departments of vocational rehabilitation provide a variety of :
services aimed toward eventual vocational placement; including
testing and trialuat Zip, purchase of equipment, financial support for
training and adult education. counseling, and job placement. In
addition: new ."hobilitation'.' programs are starting which will
provide-independent living skills training to developmentally
disabled. and severely handicapped persons.
CHAIVIPUS is a federally funded program which provides health.
rehabilitation, and mental health services to military personnel and
their dependents__

For more detailed information about financial resources fOr disabled
persons: see Financial .Resources for. Disabled individuals 6V-the

-institute for Information Studies; another pUblication in the Emerging
Issues in .Rehabilitation series;:_.

Many middle-in-come families do not finanCially qualify for cash
support programs:- Medical or health care plans may be offered as
benefits throUgh ernplOyment It 'ke vital to haVe major medical -Awe
coverage. but-some families have found it difficult to obtain for their
disabled-family Member if sthe has a "preexisting condition" at the
time of a new application. If the disabled person is a teenager: and you
face the potential problem of exclusion from" coverage. you may want
to prevent this by obtaining separate coverage for him or her before

reaches. a erttV =nine.

J.1 receives. public assistance in the form of income
maintenance or sepplernental income for disability, here are some
simple practices you Canapply which co_ urd determine whether you
receive the Assistance to which you are entitled or are stranded while
your case is mired in red tape,
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Keep records of all signed agreements and correspondence you
receive regarding your case; Any phone calls or conversations
should be logged with the date of the contact, who you spoke to,
and what was determined. These logs should be kept with your
other case correspondence.,
If an action is to be taken; make sure you understand why; If you
are required to make an appointment or supply the agency; with
information by a certain date; do so; or your benefits could be cut;
Make sure you know of appeals procedures for clients. this is -
necessary whenever yob.deal with bureaucratic agencies. Identify
the final arbiter(s)4n appeals cases and howlong it may take to
render a final decision.
If your caseworker cannot answer your questions sufficiently and
resolve your problem; or if s/he treats you with disrespedt; notify
the superVisor and try to solve your problems that way.
Report any change in income, either upwards or downwards;
immediately. While some clients use the fact that public assstence
payments only provide for living at a subsistencelevel as a reason
for not reporting additional income, the penalties for governmental
overpayment can be severe; ranging from simply paying 'the
overage back; to denial of assistance eligibilim-to criminal fraud
charges;
Realize 'that for recipients of SSI, any major life change; such as
becoming a full-time student, moving from residential care to
independent living, or getting a job, will automatically bring a
redetermination of eligibility based upon the need to assess the
financial situation or severity of handicap. While this determination
is taking place; payments may be held up; sometimes for months.
Prepare for this by [Vying your caseworker well in advance of
the change; if possibli.
Get as many brochures about the service as you can and study
them cirefully; More than likely, you will not be given complete
information by your eligibility caseworker:
Families receiving AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children)
who have a disabled child living at home who is eligible for SSI
should weigh the benefits of applying for SSI for the child. SSI
income is considered part of the total family income; thereby
decreasing the amount of AFDC benefits a family receives; In
addition; the family may be receiving an allowance for food stamps
which will probably be decreased if the child is on SSI since the
income from SSI includes a food allowance. But, if the child needs
ongoing medical care and the family is not eligible for any Medicaid
coverage, SSI for the child should be sought, since it automatically
would cover the child under the ktate't Medicaid plan.



Disabled adults who wish to or who can actually work are in a
bind with regards to SSI and department of rehabilitation goals and
practices. The purpose of SSI income maintenance is to provide
money and medical benefits (homemakerfchore or in-home support
services may be added) for agedand disabled people who used to
be considered unsuited for substantial gainful employment. On the
other hand, vocational rehabilitation efforts now focus on more
severely disabled people, some of whom are proving themselves
capable of competitive employment when given training, education,
and opportunities. The "bind" eomes when a severely disabled

_ person is newly employed and the income does not match the
benefits received while not working; This creates a work
"disincentive," and characterizes the dilemma which many
permanently disabled people face when considering whether or not
to join the work force. Vocational Counselors need to follow up
closely on their clients who could be in this position and intervene
before the disabled person becomes jobless and moneyless.

If your family is destitute and is not in any public assistance program,
General Relief is available and may be applied for at the nearest office
of the county department of social services.

Some social service agencies, such as Catholic Charities, Lutheran
Social Services, Jewish Welfare organizations, and the Salvation Army,
plUs some other non-religiously affiliated agencies, such as United Fund
and Easter Seals, will lend or give money to needy families on a limited
basis: Sometimes use of the money is restricted to the purchase of food
or clothing (or medical care or equipment in the case of some Easter
Seals chapters).

Some fraternal organizations fundprojects to assist people who
belong to a certain disability group. For instance,,the Lion's.Clubs fund
medical and surgical.care for blind individuals. The Elks sponsor
programs which provide in-home therapy services to children with
cerebral palsy living in rural areas On California, Hawaii, and Arizona).
The Shriners' cause is orthopedically handicapped children; find out
which fraternal organizations in your community contribute to charitable
causes. It may be that they would be willing to temporarily sponsor
your family's special needs or extraordinary expenses if there are no
other means available to fund them.
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COUNSELING SERVICES

From time to time; all tamale may find themselves under increasi g
stress and exhibiting more irrati al behaviors. Marriages may bec me ,
very unhappy, pressure may be applied by in-laws, or serious lo -term
problems may exist, such as otional breakdown. Without
enumerating all the t'roubling p sibilities, when it is clear to e family
or a family member that their " nner resources" are insUffi ent to
resolve major problems; option can and sometimes mus , be taken to
get help; These options for hel can be informal; such a = networks of

'professional and nonprofession I people; or formal, su as counseling
or psychotherapY. The next se eral paragraphs wilt' d scuss counseling
andtherapy options; the netwixking model, and h W families can more
easily gain the help they need.

A variety of counseling it available in most uyban areas,with
decidedly fewetoplionsivailable in rural are s . The quality of services
can range Nom excellent to poor; and quali sometimes has little to do
with geographic

A surprising numb r of families who .d psychotherapy or
counseling will m*ii their selection froM the telephone book or because
they like the sound of the center's or/therapist's name. .Occasionally,
these methods of selection Will work out. But there are means by which
individuals and families can-make a more educated choice by knowing
more about the field of mental health and getting relevant questions
answered over the telephone/Prior to the initial visit; -

; Many individuals and agencies offer counseling or psychotherapy
services; A partial list of the major typds of services follows:

Community mental health clinics or centers Currently, there are
over 300 centers nationwide which are federelly and locally
funded, and which operate on a sliding -fee schedule based upon
the individual's or family's ability to pay. They generally offer
short-term (six- twelve weeks) individual, group; or family
treatment; They emphasize serving chronically or acutely mentally
ill people who are "at risk" of hospitalization or institutionalization;
Those with physical or mental disabilities or disability-related
dysfunctions are generally given lower_priority for services.
Femily,ciinics, child guidance clinics These are often privately
operated or nonprofit and are staffed by a variety of professionals.
Services commonly provided include family counseling, child
therapy; family groups; and when indicated; individual therapy.
'Many operate on a sliding-fee scale and will offer longer-term
therapy.

4
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Agencies specializing in disability - Some will offer short-term
counseling by staff professionals. Parent groups and training are
often provided. Possible limitations for some families are that
counseling is not as intensive or sufficiently lengthy to resolve
major family or individual problems.
Peer-counseling Thcfugh a new service concept and not available
in many areas; disabled perSOns or experienced family members are
trained to counsel other disabled people and their families. Such
services are generally offered at a low cost, on a sliding scale or
free, and can be long-term, depending on need. "Rap groups" are
often available, many at no Cost. This service has been.pioneered
by centers for inctpendent living.
Private-practice psychotherapy This is probably the most
expensive treatment available; but many insurance policies will
cover a percentage (some up to 100 percent) of costs. The
benefits of this method are the professional accountability of
therapists, the ability, to handle deep-seated problems, and the
availability of long-term treatment. Treatment is generally personal
and unbureaucratic, and confidentiality is more easily kept
Individual, group, and family therapy is generally available but may
-depend on the preferences of therapists;
Paraprofessional counseling This is akin to peer counseling in the
respect that paraprofessionals do not generally hold advanced
degree:). They are unlicensed or uncertified people who counsel
under the supervision of a licensed mental health professional. ThiS
category could include students who are working toward an
advanced degree or mental health licensure, or ordinary citizens
who wish to help 'Others.

The menial health or counseling field can be confusing to those who
have: never been ex-posed to it, not only because of the many types of
services and their benefits and limitations, but also because of the
variety of disciplines and degrees of the professionals. Also there are
various theories to which different therapists may adhere, various levels
of experience and competence; and, of course, each therapist has his or
her own personality. All of these.factors should be considered when
selecting the type of help you will receive;

In most states,, health professionals are licensed or certified after they
have acquired a certain number of clinical hours under supervision and'
after they have passed qualifying exams. This protects the consumer of
sere_ from malpractice, not only because of the advanced
training and experience necessary to qualify for licensure, but because
of certain ethical and legal standards of practice which must be 'upheld.



If you your family as a whole, or a member of your family needs
counseling, consider the following factors.

. .
Wliat money are you able or willing to spend for treatment? .

Remember, some insurance plans will cover partial or fulipayment.
Medicaid; Crippled Children's Services (CC8), and CHAMPUS will
also cover a limited number of visits. Bear in mind that some
insurance Wi nty coverlIcensed or certified professionals,' such as
psychiatriSt .D.'5), ptychologists (Ph.D.'s), and in some cases,
clinical socia orkers and certified marriage, family, and child
counselors.
From the various types of counseling available in your community,
which best suits your needs? Consider this in relation to what you
can afford and what you expect to gain;
What other resources can the therapist or center provide in addition
to counseling? Some are hospitalization resources; medication
assessment and prescription, psychological testing, child therapy;
group therapy, referral to other services, or:Sexual counseling.
Sexual readjustment following the disablement of a marriage
partner is a common source of concern, and many ,publications and
services are now available to help in this area (see "Further
Reading and Resources");
Can you get a referral from an agency for services? Sometimes
agencies haVii access to knowledgeable professionals or programs
which you may not be able to obtain independently. They may
even be able to pay for treatment for their clients if counseling is a
part of the rehabilitation plan.
Can you get recommendations from friends? Sometimes "word of
mouth" is a very good method of selection, since others may have
more direct experiende with the service than you do.

Selecting counseling assistance can sometimes be a matter of
"shopping around." You want to select a counselor who is empathetic
and objective and with whom you can establish a good woricing
relationship; you will want to know about his or herJamiliarity with
disability-related needs and problems. This is imporfant for you, since
s /he will need to be able to Objectively assess how to help you adjust to
disability and its stresses. S/he will also need to assess whether there
are other significant personality problems which could hinder
adjustment.

A service model Which may or may not include counseling or
psychotherapy iSPrietWOrking." It has been gaining more attention
recently as service providert realite that financial resources for more
expensive and specialiied ProfeSsiOntl care are decreasing. Networking;
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Which is sometimes referred to as "the continuum of care;"
emphasizes training people to live as self-sufficiently as possible. It
stresses creating links to new nontraditional forms of care to meet the
range of prediOtable human needs. These links, or networks, include
social service agenciee, churches, schools, neighbors, finiliet, and
friends. Services are ofteh delivered without fee.

The networking concept Of Self-care is very clear. It assumes that
most people who need human, development services can be helped to
care for themselves. Thus, investment is increasing in activitids such as
Parenting education programs; self-advocacy; and independent living
projects for disabled people. And; benefits can come from other
"nonservice" resources for self-help, such as tax credits for child care
allowances and for renovation or modification Of /*SOWS to make them
accessible to the disabled homeowner.

The unifying theme in the preceding Sections of this booklet is that
families of disabled people and they themselves have much in common
With other families; but they also have unique problems. There are
ways to understand these unique problems and, through understanding,
to build self-reliance and interdependence.-Assistance can be Sought
along the way to prevent severe family disruption and to provide
alternatives for family members in achieving greater satisfaction.
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VI. USING AGENCIES EFFECTIVELY
4

In this section; we will discuss some of the ways families can receive
help from rehabilitation and related agencies and professionals. We will
suggest ways to gain access to services and programs. Mainstreaming
in the schools and out-of-home placement will be covered, sine both
situations require families and agencies to interact, and both Situations
are inherently stressful.

Many families are thrust into the rehabilitative services system only
because of their disabled family member. Most know little or nothing
about what services are available to them (or in some cases not
available to -them) until they need them. They may know little about the
legal guarantees for equality of access to public buildings, employment
opportunities, or education,' even though the issue of civil rights for
disabled people has been publicized. Many families don't know which
agencies to contact and are frustrated to find that it is often through
informal means that they get to the programs which suit their needs.
These problems can be greatly alleviated if families learn' how to 'enter
the system.,

ENTERING THE SYSTEM

Many families complain that months, even years, can go by without
their hearinii about nearby programs which could have helped them:
New programs are continually being formed, and established programs
change; some programs close entirely. It is no wonder that families
have such difficulty in finding out what is avanable to them at any
particular time;

To help families enter the service system, information and referral
(I & RI programs have been set up to act resources for families or
disabled individuals who cannot know of all the services available to
them, In large metropolitan areas, though, it is often impossible for the,
generic (meaning they have faccese to information in all categories of
services delivery) I & R services to keep up with new programs;
program changes, or closures. Sometimes follow-up, which is a key
ingredient in successfOl referral; is not provided or is inconsistent.

Another problem families may experience is in knowing which
information and referral service to call; "Hot lines;" for instance; offer
people in crisis immediate relief and assistance with their problems, but
they are not appropriate sources of referral for most 'disability-related
programs. Families can easily be turned off to further inquiry if their
first contact in trying to obtain information is inappropriate or
inadequate.
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Again, common sense, assertiveness; and persistence can pay off. If

refer back to the previous section you will find that many of the
suggestions maae there will apply equally in using I & R and other
services. Learning the following skills can help you find and ute
appropriate programs.

identify the services you need Families sometimes have trouble
here because they don't know what services are available or
cannot anticipate thair needs until a crisis occurs. Some families
tend to underestimate or mispefceive their needs. Others may call
on information and referral s ices for moral support or guidance,
which is not always availabl arting or listing the. emotional,
recreational, and physical needs of ttre whole family Can help
greatly in clarifying whit you're asking. for;
Review the "contacts" (agencies, doctors; friends; neighbors;
hospitals) which you have already made. Ask them to investigate
possible resources kw you, but be sure they have all the facts they
need Kat this. For instance, they may need to know if you can ;

pay for service; if your insurance will cover the cost of services, if
transportation is needed; etc. Any other pertinent facts should be
provided by the family to the person who makes inquiries for you
Remember, when you enlist the help of others; they can become
Pert Of a team effort, but they need to be informed of any facts
Which NM significant bearing on your abilitiet or inabilities to
access services.
Target the agencies you wish to call. Some generic or multipurpoie
information and referral services are excellent clearinghouses for
linking people to services; These services may be provided by
United Way/United Fund; departments of social services; or even
offices of local elected officials. Some of these services may use
Volunteers who are trained to help with specific,problems;And
some of the larger I VR services have procedures to assist families
to thoroUghly Considering all of their neeas and statistically
recording these services needs for use in planning and coordinating
of services; Often; though; you may wish to bypass the large I & R
agencies and go directly to the agencies set up for specific
disabilities or for disabled children or adults.in general. Phone
nunibars can be found in the telephone book, or if none are there;
their national offices can provide you with information and refer
you to the office closest to you. (See the resource list of national
organizations.)
Nurture the good ediflacts you've made. If you 'ye found an agency .

which seems particularly responsive to your needs, or a particular
person who has helped you stay in touch with them. A way Of

An
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keeping them involved in your progress is by giving feedback as to
what was or was not useful. By givin feedback, you begin to
establish a relationship which leads to t e expression of feelings
and thoughts. Words borrowed from scie ce, such as "system"
and "feedback," tend to diminish the imp ance of-that which is
truly helpful to people; namely relationships. We often forget that
people who help others may experience the Si efarlings of anger;
helplessness; and frustration as you do when t eir efforts to help
you are thwarted. Conversely, they feel good w n they
successfully help you resolve a problem.

Helping is a two-way street. By expressing your preciation of
the efforts of others to help (if deserved), by asking estions and
giving feedback about what has or has not helped; yo make the
relationship between you and the one who helps you in re mutual;
equal; and personal; And; you become more knowledgea le and
self-reliant in the process.
Devise a plan for foltow-up. A major obstacle to success in the
service system is the lack of coordination and communication
between consumers and providers; and between providers and
other providers. This hampers entry and exit from services, day-to-.
day provision of services; and planning efforts which seek to
identify areas of unmet need; This problem becomes more acute
with services considered to be "brief contact;" such as
information and referral, but it also hampers the effectiveness of
lonkterm services.

It is impOrtant, then, to plan for follow through, and to do your
-part in keeping helpers informed of the effects of their efforts. If an
agency gives you a few potential resources to contact which do
not turn out to be successful; call the agency back and tell them
why the resources didn't help; Often; the referring agency can
intervene to find out why the resources were inappropriate and
make a 'more appropriate referral for you. ff an agency agreed to
call you within a specified time and they don't, call them.
Unfortunately, in many instances the "squeaky wheel" principle
6ften operates. Agencies need to know that you are motivated to
get the help you need.

Sometimes an in-person meeting is the best way to get what you
need. It gives you the opportunity to make the actuality of tour
situation real to.the agency person; and it helps form a potentially
ongoing partnership with people who can be valuable future allies;
Many agencies are beginning to serve people in tHeir homes, as
outreach efforts increase and the needs of people who lack
transportation or who are homebound are being recognized.



AN OVERVIEW OF P °GRAMS AND SERVICES

Historically, the dis bled person's service needs have been the focus
when -programs_hav earl created Rr when individual program planning
has taken place. Th has been based upon the "diagnostic-
prescriptive" model hich comes from medicine and which seeks to
'diagnose the problem (the dist)* or disability) and then to prescribe
the treatment to alleviate it. Treatment was aimed at curing the disease
.or managing the condition through medication; therapeutic treatments;

,;_surgery, or therapeutic programs., The concern was the person with the
disability, and the remedial measures ,which were applied to him or her

Families were often ignored .in the treatment process and were
expected to fulfill their obligations by transpotting the disabled person
to programs and office visits, and by prOviding all the other caregiving
as well; While services for disabled people are still the most important,
components of the system; and faMilies do play a vital role in enabling
the members of their family to maximize their abilities; families are
beginning 'to speak out for what they need to help them to manage
better. .

Some agencies have traditionally been willing to serve the entire
family. This is true of the voluntary agenciesstarted by groups of
parents of diiabled children who began services where none had
existed; Examples of such groups are the United Cerebral Palsy
Association and the National Society for Autistic Children. These
organizations, large and small; retain a family orientation and local
chapters and affiliates of many of them can be found in all sections of
the country.

Larger (generally governmental) agencies are often very restricted in
what services they are permitted to provide to family members other
than their disabled client; even though the family needs are disability-
related; These restrictions stem from both funding limitations
Irinsufficient money to adequately provide services to each disabled
client, let alone to the family) and attitudinal limitations (the family is
perceived as removed and distinct from or sometimes working against
the plan for the disabled client). Occasionally, some agencies resist
including families as fully as possible for fear that families might
complicate matters too much or take away from the "professional"
nature of the service. Sometimes this approach is justified; particularly
IT there are scarce resources for providing more sophisticated services
requiring highly trained people. Some families have so many problems
that it is beyond the scope 'f any one agency to help completely; , .t!

These families need to cons, er whether they can reasonably expect all
their problems to be tackled hrough services aimed primarily toward
the disabletrconsumer and disability-related issues. Such families might
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consider.the "networking" idea of formal and informal services, such
as psychotherapy or counseling; respite care, and family education and
support groups:

in most cases; however; families could and should participate more
fully with agencies. Some of the bad experiences agencies report about
families, such as failing to folloW through, removing the disabled person
from the program, and evert seriduely disrupting treatment, can-be
directly traced to the family's involvement in the helping process being
discouraged. Studies are currently underway fo identify the role of the
family-in the rehabilitation process; and to discover the most effective
ways to involve family membersand significant others in programs.

Parents and family Members are now legally afforded More
Opportunities to plirticipate than 'ever before; And them are many more
types of comprehensive programt and services from which to choose at
all points in the life cycle of the disabled individual. During the last
decade; we have witnessed the rise of infant and preschool programs
which help families of young children to meet`their childrens"
developmental' needs and which support famiiiet through the early;
difficult years before public educvlon formally begins; Day care
programs have begun to serve htindicapped youngsters in either
specialized settings or, in some cases; along with other nonhandiCapped
children.

School programs and private agency programs are now be ring to
assist disabled teenagers to prepare for independent living by eaching
them such skills as home management; use of community resources.
forming and maintaining relationships; career planning and preparation,
personal grooming arid hygiene; financial managerrymt.-Ase of leisure
time, and many of the other skills necessary for successful independent
living.

The hard-fought struggle for independent living for severely disableP
adults has become more fully realized as programs like the Center for
Independent Living in Berkeley, California, 'have demonstrated that vvith
some support services; mapy disabled people can work, live in their
own communities; and make outstanding contributions to society.

Seyices; books; magazines; groups of people; laws; agencies; and
-programs to assist families to learn more about disability management
are increasing. Organizations to protect eV advocate for the rights of
disabled people are .0So proliferating.

Families are assuming more and more responsibility in the case
managerffent of their disabled members. Agencies are realizing that
most families can provide the expert care and supervision which
agencies are unable to provide, andthat with Valhi-rig families can learn
basic principles of case management with the agency's resources
available to them, This family management model uses agencies as

ern



allIWs or consultants in the services process. It has the great advantage
of strengthening families and maximizing the usefulness of agencies.

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A new vocabulary is being used, as a "shorthand" language. to
depict positive and progressive concepts, .to replace older notions of
disabled people as incapable of leading meaningfid lives or as shut away
from society. Awareness of these terms is usekil, not only in
conceptualizing your family's attitudes towards disability; but in helping
you become more effective in the services arena.

Mainstreaming This process involves moving a disabled child
from a special educational setting to a "regular" school setting. It
can also mean that the disabled person joins the "mainstream" of
life or is assimilated into the world of nondisabled people.
Normalization For those who are "developmentally disabled"
(includes such disabilities as mental retardation; cerebral palsy.
epilepsy; autism; and other neurological disorders); social
segregation is often more pronounced. Some of this segregation is
caused by the practical difficulties a family encounters in
attempting to bring their child out into the public, But more often
social stigma is the main cause. Disabled people. and not lust those
with developmental disabilities-, have often been deprived of
expenences (educational. cultural; interpersonal. recriationall
which would help them to learn and mature. "Normalization"
involves a concerted effort to expose the disabled person to as
many opportunities as sihe is capable of using to _remedy the
effects of environmental apd educational deprivation. and to
enhance development,
Barrier -Tree This phrase describes an environment in vvhioh the
barriers in attitude, communication; transportation; employment,
education; mobility; travel; and recreation have been removed
thus enabling the complete integration of disabled people into
society.

PLACEMENT ISSUES

Of the many stress points in the life cycle of families of some
disables/ people, those which seem to be most difficult are the times
When out-of-home placement is being contemplated; or-a child is being
considered for mainstreaming into the regular classroom. At these times
families need expert_ guidance from agencies; 'accurate assessments of
the functional potential of the disabled person, and a thorough
Uocierstanditig of all the alternatives whirl ould be considered. Any

.



decision which requires a Change in li9ing arrartgement; such as
bvdependent living. entry into a new scho setting. ore move to a new
cOrriantmity, can cause the fan* to-feel anklotia*votit the impact it*
yriarige will drake on the digahled farnily-meintaar ttri-d'tte;aritlre farwify..

tilARFREAMING
benefits of mainstreaming children froM special educational_

to regular classroomAave recently been emphasized. Many
parents are eager to see their children interect and barn -with
rtiontwyclicappigl children. And. in their' eagerness to tad advantage ot,
these new Oppottlarlitits, they may not be able to cklar1V..eSsesOlhe
petantial draWbacks to mainstreaming or what effect' it May have on
theirithilt . .

Families are most frequendi concerned about the following
questions-,

=w.

Is the child emotionally ready to adjust to a new school- senirrg?
is child education/My of grerte_ievel.01 above; or will s'he be
placed
Is sihe able to relate to others aid forth friendthips?

behind peers?

What extra Support services or equipment will be available? Ate
those services adequate for his or her neects?,-4,
HoW do the mainstrehin princfpar feel about

. mainstOtaming your child? Can you r_ chaps the special
education teacher help to make their attitudes more positive?
Have you worked out a plan for taking Cate of your thilo's special
pilysicalneeds Wtiki at school? Who will provide assistance?
Hovy" well does your chiluhderstand his or hgr disability? How is it
explained to Vert? How does sthe accept Pier cif his li-nitations?
What architft!yarbarners exist at the school and what
arrangements have been made to ohysically accommodate vout
child?
What physil education or therapeutic services are offered and
What arrangements are reouired so that sihe can obtain them?
How will your child be transported to and from school?
What arrangements has the sc--i.aol district roade_to pay for thew
services for veil( child in the regular classroom?
How much do the mainstream teachers know about formuiating
individualized education plan for your child?

Considerable fighting and confusion can be eliminated if your ramify
can bee its decision on havirig adequate engine's to the above ,
questions, Undue stress can he placed utKin a child who fs not prepared
for the real changes likely to take place with rilinstrearoirig.
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Legislation mandates that parents be involved in educational program,
Planning for their youngsters, but this principle of parent involvernen:
applies to other opportunities fOr program planning for terviceS outside
of school. Appeals procedures are now provided by all governmental
agencies. and marry private agencies lre adopting their ovyn appeals
processes. Agencies can be important parts of a family's net Nork of
serT4ices if usecl
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VII. ADVOCACY AND
CONSUMERISM

Some disabled people and their families may have neither the desire
nor the resources:to become active advocates (broadly defined as those
who attempt to change the -system to get whatit needed for disabled
people.as a group). It is useful. nonetheless. to begin to understand the:.
processes of consumer advocacy. in the event you do decide that the
best approach to a particular problem is through working with others

ADVOCACY AND UNMET NEED

° The initial_ step in any advocacy process is the recognition of a major
and continuing unmet need. For some families. unmet needs could
include lack of information, support. or _training in how to manage
disablement. Or; it could include lack of traineti people to directly assist
the family; such as by providing physical care for their disabled
member; providing specialized training or teaching; or providing
specialized equipment or assistive devices.

low are_other pressing, unmet needs': which are felt by many
families of disabled people.

Non-English speaking families and others from ethnic minorities are
often inadequately served and suffer greater obstacles-in gaining
services. They may have difficulties incorporating new'information
and attitudes toward disability which the dominant culture has
recently adopted. They are often economically disadvantaged; and
hence more stressed and survival oriented than families that are

. freer to pursue their other needs. Bilingual volunteers and staff are
urgently needed to translate written materials -and to interpret
programs and verbal interactions to families. Agencies have a
responsibility z.a make every possible accommodation to serve
disabled children; adults; and their families from all ethnic minority
groups. ,

Rural families sometimes need to go to greater lengtns for
assistance. Information and referral services may be harder to
access. Highly specialized or technically sophisticated programs
may be so far from home that they are rco pensive 'or most
families to afford when travel expenses ate included.

Citizen advocacy is urgently needed in many minority arid rural
communities to improve existing programs or to start new ones
closer to home. Agencies which provide generic services could be

. urged to add programs for disabled people. Elected officials are
Pfy
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often supportive of community groups wishing to begin new
programs, and can help them obtain grants for start-up costs.
Many rural and minority community needs are still considered to be
high priority for governmental assistance.
Perhaps the greatest barrier to getting needed services is
transportation. The availability of a family car to make up for the
lack of accessible public transportation, cooperative carpooling,
and van transportation systems can spell the difference between
-complete independent living; endless chauffeuring, or not using
services at all.

While advocates continue to pressure transportation districts to
realize the dream of making all forms of public transportation accessible
to disabled users, much can be done informally through networks.
Some suggested steps are.

. Ask agencies serving disabled people in your community to help
organize lists of available transporters and to coordinate carpooling
or borrowing of vans and buses for group or individual trips.
Qualified drivers may also be needed. You may need to check into
insurance regulations.
Identify all the agencies which do transport disabled people.
Sometimes they will authorize use of their vehicles when they are
not in operation. Look into agencies serving elderly people. Some
will coordinate occasional trips or some will transport disabled
people on a daily basis. Taxis, jitneys, and Other forms of private
transportation may be able to give you special rates for daily trips.
Sometimes public agencies subsidize the cost of transportation if
there is no other means to get their disabled clients to programs.
Call agencies which have volunteer_programs to see if you can
start a transportation program. Church groups often have buses or
vans which could potentially be used.

CIVIL RIGHTS AND CONSUMER ACTION

Few really appreciate the rapid advances of the last decade in the
legal arena. These advances have made real changes in people's lives,
and have the potential of ending discrimination against disabled people
if diligently applied.

In his statement of April 28. 1977; Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare; Joseph Ca lifano; Jr., said:

Today I am issuing a regulation; pursuant to Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, that will open a new world of opportunity
for more than thirty-five million handicapped Americans the blind,

0
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the deaf, persons confined to wheelchairs; the menially ill or
retarded; and those with other handicaps.

The 504 Regulation attacks the discriminations; the demeaning
practices, and the injustices that have afflicted the.nation's
handicapped citizens. It reflects the recognition of the Congress that
most handicapped persons can lead proud and productive lives,
despite their disabilities. It will usher in a new era of equality for
handicapped individuals in which unfair barriers to self-sufficiency
and decent treatment will begin to fall before the force of the law.

Those are stirring words: But the last few years have shown (witness
the civil rights movement for women and ethnic minorities) that change

.occurs slowly. It is necessary to use civil rights laws to challenge
discrimination, and before laws are implemented and enforced the
public needs to know what the laws will guarantee.

The two most important pieces of legisietion with which disabled
persons and their families need to be familiar are Sections 503 and 504
of the RehabilitatiOn Act of 1973; and Public Law 94-142, the
Education of All Handicapped Children Act: They not only provide the
legal basis for access to programs and mandate progrim provisions; but
theyensure that programs respond to the individual needs of disabled
persons.

Section 504 states that:
41

No otherwise qualified individual in the United States . . . shall, solely
by reason of his handicap; be excluded frim participation in, be
denied the benefits of or be subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Section 504 regulations pertain to all governmental prograMs and
agencies, including elementary and secondary schools; colleges;
hospitals, and other health care providers.

The term "handicapped includes people with such diseases or
conditions as speech, hearing, visual and orthopedic impairments;
cerebral palsy; epilepsy; muscular dystrophy; multiple sclerosis; cancer;
diabetes; heart disease; mental retardation; emotional illness; and

'specific learning disabilities; such as perceptual and developmental
aphasia. Physical or mental impairments do not constitute a handicap;
hoWeVO, unless they are severe enough to substantially limit one or
more of the major life functions.

Beyond the broad entitlement to freedom from discrimination, "503"
and "504" require government-funded programs to be physically
accessible to disabled people and to have affirmative action plans. The

nV
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regulations also require the development of public transportation
systems for those whose mobility is impe7. These regulations are
enforced by the Department of Health ant ',man Services (formerly
HEW).

The basic provisions of Public Law 94-142 are that:

No handicapped child can be excluded from a public education
because of disability
Every handicapped child is entitled to a free; appropriate; public
education, regardless of the nature or severity of handicap
Handicapped students must not be segregated in public schools but
must be educated with nonhandicapped students to the maximum
extent appropriate to their needs
Evaluation procedures must be improved to avoid the inappropriate
education that results from misclaisification
Procedural safeguards must be established so parents and
guardians can object to evaluation and placement decisions made
regarding their children
State or Iotal education agencies must locate and identify unserved
handicapped children.

In most instances; school districts must provide, at no cost to
families, transportation to and from educational programs; such
"related services" as occupational; physical, and speech therapies; and
a recreational or physical education program for each student The IEP,
or individualized education program, is the mechanism to ensure that all
aspects of the child's educational program are being considered and
that goals and measurable objectives are established for the child.

Parents are required to approve and sign the IEP for their child. If they
do not agree:with any part of the plan; there are "due process"
safeguards which enable the family and the school to arrive at the most
desirable and feasible plan for the child: Among these due process
safeguards are informal hearings, fair hearings (sometimes involving the
local and state educational officials), and formal complaint procedures
(used when educational practices or policies deny the rights of a child
to the educational program most appropriate to his or her needs).

Despite these recent breakthrough-s in legislations which, require
society to rethink its old beliefs; develop new attitudes; design
programs which incorporate these new atticJdes, and at times make \,
substantial changes in the environment; there are factors which inhibit
the realization of these goals for disabled people:
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CONSTRAINTS

One of the major constraints is ignorance, or an inaccurate or
incomplete understanding of the legal rights of disabled people, The
previous brief descriptions of Sections 503 and 504 and Public Law

, 94-142 were not meant to include all the provisions of these acts, and
there is much additional federal and state legislation which pertains to
civil rights and program's for disabled individuals. It gs very difficult for
families to be really effective advocates if they are not well informed.
School districts are required to inform parents of their "due process"
rights and of the mechanisms of appeal for disagreements about the
Child's educational placement and program; Disability law groups; such
as.the Western Law Center for the Handicapped in Los Angeles, the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and other public legal agenc...is
can help families and parent groups obtain legal information. They may
even provide free consultation to aid you in your advocacy efforts.

Fear of assertion, of reprisal against the disabled person, or of being
intimidated are also major stumbling blocks to meeting needs. It is
particularly important in these instances that families obtain outside
help; either from a knowledgeable advocate; another parent (or parent
group); or a good friend who can offer support and guidance.
Sometimes a person within the system, such as a health professional or
"ombudsman," can give good advice from the "inside" on ways to
settle disputes. Make sure your resource person is knowledgeable and
can offer constructive direction.

In a period of budgetary austerity such as we are presently
experiencing; there are-financial constraints in implementing laws and
programs which protect the civil rights of disabled persons:
Unfortunately for disabled people; when financial cuts are made, not
only are services cut or at least not increased, but law enforcement
begins to erode. For instance, the Department of Transportation may
now be weakening its commitment to enforce accessibility requirements
for public transportation (a 504" provision), and most local transit
districts will not voluntarily incur the extra expense of providing
accessible buses for their passengers;

Some state Architectural Barriers Compliance Boards may weaken the
enforcement of minimum requirements for the removal of architectural
barriers in historical buildings. Some school districts are out of
compliance with Public Law 94-142 regulations at present, and,if
money is cut from these programs, there is little hope that these
districts will be able to fulfill their legal responsibilities to disabled
students in the near future.

Whether families are active advocates and work with others in the
system depends a gr &at deal on their resources; skills, and needs. Some

C
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families are so,burdened with day-to-day struggles that they have little
time or energy left for political action. Others are ambivalent about
challenging the adequacy of the services on which they depend and are
reluctant to "rock the beat." There may not be an organized grOpp to
help prepare and train families to be effective advocates. Not all families
of disabled people can be active politically. Bufknowledge o$ new
attitudes; rights; and power which disabled people and their families
can exercise help to foster more responsible and vigilant consumer
involvement. By being watchful regarding your family's needs and
knowledgeable about the treatment and services to which you are
legally entitled, you can do much to benefit the family without formally
entering the political arena. (See the next section on organizing an
advocacy group if you Want to become more politically inVelVed.)

Families who have successfully navigated the services system ;TIJNI
wish to volunteer on agency advisory boards or committees to help
services more fully meet the needs of families faced with disability.
Most programs now require consumer participation (disabled people are
considered -primary" consumers; family member's are termed
"segabridarY" consumers) and families have been, are, and will be very
influential in planning, setting policies, and monitoring programs which
affect the lives of disabled plopie.

.Some areas which need consumer involvement are:

Health services
Mental health services
Communication
Transportation and travel
Housing
Education
Architectural barriers
Child care -

Recreation
Legislation
Employment.

You probably haVe firsthand knowledge in all of these areas through
your family experience with disability And it is very difficult to thiiik of
any community in the country in which all of these needs are
adequately met for the disabled population and their families.

Whenever possible; disabled people ought to represent themselves.
However, sometimes due to age; severe physical and mental
limitations, lack of transportation, or living out'of thehome;disabled
consumers are unable to do so fully. It is incumbent on the family; then;
Mid knoWS the disabled individual best, to become advocates.
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The needs of the family as a whole, aside from disability, have to be
considered. Greater attention needs to be given -to the education of the
general public (which is unfamiliar with the daily living problems of
families with disability). Though families can be heroic; they are still
ordinary people who sometimes struggle more than necessary to get
help; support. and ervices.

THE ADVOCACY ROUP

Unless an effective advocacy group is already in operation, many
families get bogged down in trying to organize a group of the own.
They may know of a few other families who are willing to wc -k on the
issues; but they may not know how much interest can be c ,erated in
their communities to work toward advocacy goals; nor w' z means are
available to help them .organize, nor what to do after issu s have been
identified.

Sometimes it is good to start small. The preliminary work of the
group might be devoted to investigating problems and issues, looking
for support groups or interested people, soliciting help from advocacy
agencies; and using individual persuasion to attempt to solve problems.

Consumer advocacy groups pan take many forms: A small parent
group may come together to solve relatively simple problems in the
school, or coalitions of existing consumer organizations may be
established to change public attitudes, .create legislation, alter service
delivery Systems, or monitor the implementation of legislation. For more
details on advocac Ild lobbying, see Lobbying for the Rights of
Disabled Persons i.)ther book in the Emerging Issues series.

In addition, Frank, Warren, in the excellent monograph Planning for
Avicn, available through the United Cerebral Palsy Association; makes
th? following suggestions to consumers who are attempting to develop
an effective advocacy organization.

Meet regularly.
Encourage those with the greatest commitment and the keenest
understanding of the problem to exercise their leadership ability.
Establish a means of regular communication between members. A
well-written newsletter can instill enthusiasm; impart valuable
informa,tion, enlighten the tnembership, encourage action, and
provide a constant link with members who may not be able to
attend all meetings. Best of all, it is inexpensive.
Don't bite off more than you can chew. A problem solved well
gives credibility to your organization and a sense of
accomplishment to members.

f'
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On the other hand; don't whittle your goals down to the point that
they are worthless; Work toward an ideal; and measure your
accomplishments against it;
Don't give up in despair When members of your group fall short of
the commitment you think they ought to have. Remember that
every member has a different leVel of commitment to the cause;
depending on the circumstances of his or her life; Rejoice in the
participation that you get; and move on;
Don't turn your organization into a vehicle for personal gratification
or egO satisfaction: Give credit where credit is due, and dole out
praise and encouragement in large quantities.
Once you have found your consumer element, id tified a common
problem, and begun to meet, then it is time to assess your group's
goals. Start with an ideal. Don't be awed by the task ahead of you;
Take it one piece at a time. Share responsibilities;
Examine existing approaches. It :s likely that most of the things
your group needs are already being provided to others through
existing systems from which your people are excluded. If such is
the case; and if these systems are funded by tax money, there is
no good reason why they cannot be altered to serve your people as
well.
Think long and hard before you decide to establish a separate
system to meet your consumers' needs while another parallel
system is serving others but excluding you; Sometimes this hat to
be done if your people would clearly be inadequately served and if
their special needs would be lost in the larger system. The goal
should be to get your group's -needs met in an appropriate fashion
by existing agencies and systems.
It is of the utmost importance to gather all the information you can
before taking action. Study the alternatives and work towards
solving your problem in the appropriate manner.
Use your organization and communication systems to inform your
people about the postibilities.
Do not hesitate to use the requirements of Sections 503 and 504
to move organizations receiving federal funds toward serving your
needs.
Be sure your goals will meet the real needs of your consumer
group. Then go to work!

Advocacy groups Ought to be as democratic as possible and allow all
members to contribute their thoughts and actions to the total effort;

. Group members must be supplied with accurate information upon which
to make decisions. And; make sure a structured format is used to
ensure that the- group keeps to the task at hand.
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The "action planning" model can guitle groups who want to organize
for action, develop coalitions, strengthen existing organizations, develop
and operate programs; and advocate for new laws. Triit model consists
of the following steps:

Have your group list its needs; in order of importance.
Set basin goals by translating the highest ranked need'statement(s)
into goal(s)._

. Determine the objectives which must be met to attain your goal(s).
Determine strategies to meet each objective,
Identify responsibilities and decide who Will carry out each of the
strategies.
Establish time lines for specific actions.
Decide how tne action will be reported:
Decide how you will monitor the success of your strategies;
Monitor and evaluate the success ... the strategies and develop
new strategies until your goals are achieved.

There are some other, less formal means to effectively advocate for
change: The possibilitii:s are limitless for influencing policy makers,
crnmunity leaders; and the general public to support your cause: Your
choice of approaches depends only on the time; creativity; and energy
of your group. Some of these approaches are:

Focus media attention on your cause by using an articulate
spokesperson or feature story to dramatize your need in human
terms; (See How to Make Friends and Influence the Media; another
book in the Emerging Issues series.)
Write letters or send telegrams to elected officials who are in
decision-making positions about your group's concern:
Write to governmental regulating bodies or "watchdog" groups
such as the American Coalition_ot Citizens with Disabilities, and
inform them of your group's efforts. Ask to be put on mailing lists
o local and national advocacy agencies, or other agencies serving
disabled persons (see the list at the end of this booklet).
Be available and prepared to testify at governmental hearings.
related to the issues you have identified...
Demonsteate your group's grievance in public; if necessary.
Join with agencies and groups who support your common issues..
Coalitions can be very potent if well organized.

Successful advocacy can benefit not only the general services system
but also individuals' owsl feelings of being effective and having an
impact on their environments. Successful ocacy efforts are based-r
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upon the recognition of certain rights and it is your group's willingness
to insist on societal acceptance of those rights which makes their
pursuit possible.



VIII. THROUGH A MURKC
CRYSTAL BALL

This decade will.present new challenges for diSabled-peop;e and their
families. With the threat of shrinking governmental support tot existing
programs; it may well be that fewer hew programs will be developed;
with the exception of independent living Orograms which are already
being planned in. many parts of the country:

The emphasis will more likely be on strengthening existing programs,
offering new voluntary services. rnonitonng,existing services. a
enforcing civil rights legislation. The scarcity and expense of e= rgy
resources will make it even more important to develop accessi ie mass
transit systems and accessible putiiic facdrtiog (parks; restaurants.
office buildings; schools( throughout the community;

Ethrlit minority oopulatitm are increasing in most cities. and
programs MUM be daVeloped to meet their needs, The numbers of
elderly people (over sixty-five) are`growing steadily and are projected to
increase at an average of half a m4lion a year. Higher dt fce rates are
expected to continue; with family stress and the lack of family support
services contributing greatly to these breakdowns,

More mothers will join the work force as increased income is needed
to maintain an adequate standard of living; The need for good child care
programs will continua to increase, Affordable housing will continue to
be scarce as. new ,construc-tian cannot keep up with demand.

These projected 'social trends will greatly affect the families of
disabled people; But by anticipating-and planning for the future, wecan .
more accurately pinpoint the issues which need to be addressed now
and help to prevent sudden event from being catastrophic; Family
Strength. individual maturity; good support systems adequate .._

information, and responsible citizen involvement will be needed more
than oiiot it we are to achieve the goals which ware the promise of the
last decade. We can achieve goals: !ogpther
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FURTHERREADING AND
RESOURCES

Prairies c7n have their own reference libratias without fr:401
expense. Home libraries can be valuable resources to use in 'amity
woblern solving and mproviding the most recent information on

. dambiktyakis, eioutpnvein, xlvocaCy. cirtwams. and services We
suggest you ,,:oloriide the following basic materials in your ithraries

sooxs
OEMs. Mckeri M.; scis, The Relexelion mod' Stres$

Reducton Workbook, Richmond: New Harbinger Pubfications.
198G. This book offers dozens of useful itrierci-ses and techniques.

aened toward masa-management and relavatiorr The
asurtivenest raining information terticularty applicab4 for

V pWPp am their farrialec
Gokirenson. Robert M. Pitabikry and Renobairation Handbook_ New

Yoik 144t4raw-Hill Book Co;-,. 1978,
This book provides a compreheriM've very readable goldrnine of
tfomlation on (WM Me* Cateiiitini_ 0 blare; as wad as

.lecticins on the role of the fernifv. ionous rehabilitative services
an7d$goitrents throughout the country. and case oiampies of how
fay have or have not coped with

HAW, Glorya. ed, A .Rkl,rte !leek got me DisobVxt Now: `for*. GrOsset
and Dunlap. 1979_
This is a most useful and comprehensive guide to equiprnent
home and personal adaptations and aids; leisure and recreation;
and independent living. It is a mgt for the family with a physically
disabled member.

Power. P 01: Deff Ono; A. E -. eos, The Foto o 9re Farm!} ill the
Rehabitaerton 0 the Ffrilicoity DisJbWd. Battirnote. Univeesary Palk
Press 1980:
This As 8 paperback coilect;on of feedings about how farnisfes ate=
invotioed in heln'ng Oleo disabled rnernbets:

Sam: Virginia Peopi;:, risking Palo Atio Science and Behavior &o+ s_

1972
This book offefs a down,to-earth positi approach to child
feeiIig and family relationStlOS Concrete elicemores
suggestions el.:, given to enhance self ,worth and cernrnUniCalions
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Gordon: Sol Sexual l?" for the People who Happen to be
Handicapped. Syracuse' Human Policy _Press,_

Hashing-1 K; Schellen; and Vetkuyi, A. Not Made of Stone.' The Sexual
Ph:Wean of Handicapped People, Available from Charles C:
Thomas-, Publisher; Springfield; IL and WoodheadFaulkneP, Ltd

Carniancrge, Engtarki,

Mc Kew, Kernoton; and Stiggall, An Easy Guide fa Loving Carefully
Avail/4A from Planned ParenthoTad of Contra Costa. 1291 Oakland

&VC Walnut Creek; CA 94596; 1980,
Mooney; Cole; and Chi Wen, Sexual Options for Paraplepcs and

Ouadtiplegics. Boston tittle: Brown; and Co.; 1976;

Mufti Media Resource Center, 1525 Franklin Street; San Francisco-. CA
94109( Tlv,e_ensvotis Wheeler,' Sexual Adjustment for the Spinal

. Ceti *red
Taigie and f ainley. Scott A Handbook on ..rtiality Alter Sp'nei Cord

Injury, 1978,

PAMPHLETS AND BOOKLETS

Pubilk Affairs Pamphlets'
Diektrian, R, Independent Living New Gal for Disabled Persons

INp, 5221.
Kg, Elizabeth. Recreation for Disabled Persons (No., 571)
Koestler; Frances A, lobs for Handicapped Persons, A New Eta of Cavil

Rights 1No. 5571
Ayrault. Everyii-,West. Helping the Handicapped Teenager Manure

tioo. 504f
All above pamphlets we easy reading and highly informative,

ale available tftroiegN Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park -
Aye,, New York, NY 10016, Single pamphlets are $,50 each.

How'io Get, Food and Avioney The PeoPkoS` Guide to Welfare and Other
Services in Los Aiigeles County; published by the Hunger

,,Organizing Team; 5539 W.Pico Blvd.; Los Angeles-, CA T0O10, At
4,25 per copy; this is a great guide to welfare pf °grams and
ituurtiverons for consumers of welfare services: It is raifored for
Lo AritieleS County but is applicableto other parts of qti nation

It it! ,evaiksble 'n English and Swinish,

CithSutrtee Survival Kit it published by fthe Maryland Center fo' Public

Broadcasting:, Write to: Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting,
Owings Mills; MD 21117

t Booklet 1520 HaridfcaPPed: New Services. 'Products and
Laws; Thit is published tly'the Maryland Center for Public
Broadcasting to accompany- .rts Consumer Survival Kit television
series; it covers such broadbasod issues as disability rights;

7n
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.affirmative action. clothing selection; new products for disabled
people. and handling parent/student and school conflicts:

The following booklets published by the Institute for Information
StUdies are available through the National Rehabilitation
Information Center INARIC). 8th and Varnum Suet, NE- Catholic
University of America; Washington DC 20-064. (262) 635-5826.

New Life Options: Independent Living and You. (Co-produced with the
Institute for Rehabilitae.'" and Research a This bookIst explores the
new options now available to disabled individuals who seek an
independent lifestyle o'' 'heir own making. The booklet includes a
section on soi3 tai technical assistance and financial support for

. independent ricograrns.
Making &tends and irAliencieg Me Media. This manual for consumer

organizations zincf advocacy 97oups focuses on how to influence
the portrayal of 'th5gL:fid people in the mass media, It takes a
practical W' Amooch and provides e -trriples cl press
releases. t -alter tools of the trade.

Lobbying for the Reft.^-% of 170$/.4;.'d People: Views From the !id! d:r:!
from. the Grass Ti-es document provides dis7Aited peopi
with basic inini.1:1-,z.on on how to effectively ir.,Lience leossIcncls.
government p-Ot.2..- maker;. program i:4imit-:is/e.ors. pottical
parties; and similar orgenizations issues relat,nq a th.i. well.
being of fland;7appied popttia,:ion.

Financial Resources for ../.isablecItnetivirtuals, document will assist
. disabled individuals in obtaining ttl'i; cash benefit other
.monetary resources they need_ to meet their basic i:ving needs and
prepare themselves vomlonaiiv..

teaming to Live with DisabiYiiy: A Guidebook for Families. This
document; designed a self-help manual for families with
disabled members. seires to increase awareness regarding the
roles--and needs of farniies effected :by disabilities;

kiiiing and S-uperviting Personal Service Pro Viders: A Guide. This
pUblication aids in recruiting. selecting, supervising, and
terminating parsonal employees; and helps disabled employers and
their attendants; interpreters; readers; and drivers to establish
wholesome; effective; and rewarding interpersonal relationships.

DEPARTMENT OF NHS PUBLICATIONS AND OTHER NEWSLETTERS

A wealth of free literature is available from the government throtigh
branches, The Office for Civil Rights, Washington, DC

20201, publishes free brochures on disability legislation;
Publications of the National Institute of Mental Health are available by

writing tolhe Palle Inquiries Section-, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockvillt4
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MD 20867. fiver 200 separate publications are available (limit of ten
publications per requester). English and Spanish editions are available,
and all booklets are free.

For answers to Specific questions about alcohbl use and drug abuse,
write to:

The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information
P.O. Box 2345
RotkVille. MD 20857
oc

The National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information
P.O. box 418
Kansington, MD 20795.

Handicapped AmenceneNews published by the Rehabilitation Services
Administration; may be obtained by writing Tr

Handicapped American News
200 Independence Ave.; SW
Washington, DC 20201.

Mod from Washington, publiShed jeiritly by United Cerebral Palsy
Aticiciations, Inc., Epilepsy Foundation of America; and the Nation .'

'.StiCiety for Adtistic Children; follows and reports on all legislative al._
policy issues relevant to disabled people; This free monthly newsletter
of interest to advocacy groups and programs is available from:

United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc
Suite 141; Chester Arthur Bldg.
425 Eye St., NW
Washington, DC 20001

Closer Look ptiblithed by the Parents' Campaign for Handicapped
Children and Youth; is an outstanding newsletter which keeps its
readers Laitodate on programs and services; advocacy'infOrmation;
governmental activit'es; and funding sources. It can be obtained Gee by
writing:

Closer Look
PAD. 110X 1492
Wathingtbri, DC 20013,

"1?)
* ,r,
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X. NATIONAL RESOURCES
DISABILITY FOUNDATIONS

Arthritis Foundation
3400 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, GA 30326
(404) 266-0795

Voluntary organization that supports research with seventy -three
chapters, some offering medical equipment on loan; distributes a free

newsletter.

Muscular Dystrophy Association. Inc.
810 Seventh Ave.
New York; NY 10019
(2 I 2} 586.0808

mg,

Promotes research; provides diagnostic i;are and orthopedic deVitet
,ittirbi4h local chapters; publishes pamphlets concerning mustUlai

!:tte e.id neuromuscular disorders; distributes TIPS, a quarterlY
ae MDA. News, a newsletter, at no charge;

National Amputation Foundation
1245 150th St;
Whitestone, NY 11367
(217 7E7=0596

Provides services aimed at integrating amputees into the community;
offers information on adeptation to artificial limbs;_publishes a
newsletter The AMP (ten monthly issues for $3.00).

The Natorral Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults
2023 W, Ogden Ave.
Chicago, li. .30612
(312) 2438400

Concerned axxxit all physical handicaps and communication disorders ;.

offers treatmem cdueation, and rate-arch. Comprehensive range of
publications irtritirling a magazine for students and professionals,
Ruhabitirstion Liawature, published ten times a year for $15.00.
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The National Foundation/March of Dimes
Public Edmation Department
Box 2000
White Plains; NY 10602 -
(914) 428-7100

Provifts information on birth defects and information on income
maintenance and avrable financial services.

National Kidney Foundation.
;116 E. 27th St;
Ns* York, Ny 10016
(212) 889-2210

EWciust so many neuromuscular diseases and spinal cord injuries
affect Ihe.excretory system, the National Kidney Foundation is included
in this list. Foil-Wed by parents, this organization has fifty-four affiliates;
services are primarily publications and referrals to financial aid and
medical services; ICF Newsletter is free.

National Multiple Sclerosis Socirry
205 E. 42nd St.
New York, NY 10010
(212) 5.32-3060

A raluAtari oa.3,:ciatiprt that funds research and education about
mutt,* scierus4; local chapters provide clafect services si#ch as
equipment toensIti Publishes a quarterly newsletter M.S.
11 6.1,uthoe which i5 Nie to patients. $5.00' to others;

Pier;;-1.7).to,iri fvundation

333 N. Mithgan Ave.
Chicago; 11 60601
(312) 346.4779

A volunicify consumir organization with fifty-three Wail chapters: *RI
refer to best acorces of care; publishes literature on paraplegia: gives
information on devices, equipment, personal care for paraplegics; the
$5.00 cost of the magazine FtraplUrgth Life pays for membership.

mi 4
44



Paralyzed Veterans of America
7315 Wisconsin Ave.
Suite 300W
Eietheida_ MD_ 20014
(301) 652-2135

An advocacy organization for veterans; distributes information
pamphlets on barrier-free design and housing; directly assists disabled
veterans In gaining housing. hospital rights, vocational rehabilitation,
employment; has thirty chapters. Publishes ftraralegia tOws monthly
for $4.50 a year. Order from: 935 Coastline Dr.. Seai Beach, CA
90740.

Scoliosis Research Society
Orange County Medical Center
101 S. Manchester
Orange, CA 92668
1714) 634;5739

A professional research society; will send ScolioSis, A Handbook for
Patients; SCOfrOSJ . What's That?: and a bibliography on request,

Spina Bifida Asiociation.of America
343 S. Dearborn St.. Rm. 319
Chic.ago, IL 60604
(312) 663-1562

A pi. nt network of 100 chapters; membersiv comes with a _

subsc dtion to the magazine; Pipeline, for 66.00 a year.

United Carebfat Palsy Association, 'Inc.
66 E. 34th St.
New York, NY 10016
1212) 889.6655

A voluntary organization with 300 local affiliates; supports research
and distributes informatien; local chapters provide a variety of services
indtiding preschtvols, speech therapy, personal counseling; A free
IrTglalative newsletter, Word from Washington, published by thlted
Cerebral Paley Governmental Activities Office, Chester Arthur Bldg..
Suite 141, 425 Eye St, NW. Wathington, DC 20001>



United Ostomy Association, Inc.
1111 Wilshire Blvd;
Los Amass, CA 90017 rr
(213) 481-2811 .or (213) 481-0628

Organization for lay people; 44:* local chapters; does answer
I questions or. advise about equipment; offers information

proper ostomy cPre and rehabilitatiOn; has insurance plans for
,numixtrs; publishes magazine Ostomy Quarterly for members c," local
chapters.

SOURCES OF SPECIAL. INFORMATION AND SERVICES

Accent on Information (A01)
Gillum Rd. & High Dr.
P.O. lkix 700
Bto-omirston, IL 61101
(309) 378.4213

For a $6.00 service charge AOl will research any subject pertaining to
physical handicap*. such as prciducts, cakeers. legOlation; publishes
consumer quarterly periodical, Accent on Living, with information on
aids; services, and day-to-day nigtds for $3.50 per year.

Children in Hospitals, Inc.
31 Wilshire Park
Needham, MA 02192

Provides information fo7 parents and professionals Wout needs of
children and parents when either is hos ditalized: book list from Susan
Leffler, 525 Lowell St., Lynnfield, MA 01940.

. American Automobile Association
8111 Gatehouse Rd.
Falls Church, VA 22042
(703) AAA-6345

Publishes information on such subjects as driver training services.
special equipment and transportation facilities,
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Human Resources Center (all physical handicaps)
1.U. Willets Rd,
Albertson, NY 11507
(516) 747=5400

Provides vzicatidnal training and rehabilitation for handicapped
persons; information to employers; direct services and information
internationally.

Institute on Attitudinal. Legal and Leisure Barriers
Regional Rehabilitation Research Institute
18281 St.. NW, Suite 704
The George Washington University
Washington; DC 20052
(202) 6786377

Publishes free periodical, litx Searck six times a year: major projects:
attitudinai barrier removal. sex and lability. employment rights

National Council For Homemaker Health Aide Services
7 Irving Pt,

New York; NY 10003
)212) 674.4990

Refers to local chapters with services that make it possible for people
with handicapping conditions to live in their homes, will research local
aide services frlir developmentally disabled people

Sister Kenny Institute
AbtotNonhwestern Hospital
Chicago at 27th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55407
16121 874-4400

Rehabilitation center for persons with rriusculoskeletW or neurological
disabilities and communication disorders: publishes books and
pamphlets on care of handicapped people; including information on
speech problems; bcd care; stroke;
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ORGANIZATIONS WITH DIRECT SERVICES
OR PUBLICATIONS ABOUT CLOTHING

Amputee Shoe and Glove Exchange
1115 Langford
College Station, TX 77840

-1713) 845-4016

A-free service; provides for exchanges between tonsumeis: maintains
a registry with information on ages and sizes,

Clothing Research and Development Foundation; Inc.
1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1912
New York, NY 10020
(212) 766=0750

Distributes a bibliography on clothing for disabled people.

Home Economics Extension Service
South Building
DePertment of Agriculture
Wvtiorigtoh, DC 20250
(201/ 4473743

Local units teach food preparation; home management skills, and
sewing to disabled people: distribute publications. .

The Ruth Rubin Feldman Odd Shoe Exchange
1415 Ocean Front
Santa Monica. CA 90401
(213i 394=8746

Annual membership of $5.03 required to register on the exchange:
matches people of similar needs; taste; ages.

ADVOCACYfiNFORMATION

. American Coalition Of Citizens with Disabilities
1346 Connecticut Ave., NW
RM. 308
Washington, _DC 20036
(202) 786-4265

Speak* out on a range of problems from housing and transportation
to education and employment; corm used mainly of.disabled citizens;
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members may be organizations ($100 a year) or individuals ($5);
monthly paper; ACCD Action, is distributed to members; quarterly
newsletter The Coalition free on request to nonmembers.

American Association for the Advancement of
Science Project on the Handicapped .in Science

1776 Massachusetts Ave.. NW
Washington; DC 20036
1202) 467-4497

Encoure,,e, 'urination of education and career barriers to disabled
science stucerss and disabled scientists; offers career counseling to
students; provides information on financial aid to disabled students.

Closer Look A Project of the Parents' Campaign
for Handicapped Children and Youth

Box 1492
Washington, DC 20013
(202) 833=4160

Nonprofit service organization of parents dedicated to working for the
right of handicapped indiaidaals to full participation in the mainstream
of society. Produces many publications: Can tell you about your child's
right to education 1..nder federW and state law and about other rights to
eduaropportunity, from early childhood to adulthood.

Disabled American War Veterans
National Headquarters
P.O. Box 1403
Cincinnati; OH 45214

Promotes the welfare of service-connected veterans and publishes
04 V, a monthly magazine.

Disabled Rights Center
1346 Connecticut Ave., NW
Suite 1124
Washington; DC 20036
(202) 223-3304

Promotes employment rights; publishes Consumer Warranty Law and
Your Rights arid How to Enforce Them: A Guide! for Users of Medical
Devices, $2.00. ;

*T./
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Human Resources Centzr
Willets.
Alttiertson, NY 11507

This private nonprofit organization provides vocational and
educational training for severely disabled children and adults and
conducts research; evaluation; and training, programs: Send for
publication list:

The Library of Congress
Division for the Blind and*Physically Handicapped
Washington, DC 20542

Provides &variety of free library services; through 140 cooperating
libraric.s. for blind and physically disabled people.

11.

Mainstream, Inc.
1200 15th St.. NW
Wathiniton; DC 20005
(202; 5331 139

Counsels consume s; business; government; and school systems on
barrier removal; affirmati'A, action; and attitude change; publishes in the
Mainstream bimonthly. at no charge,>

National Association of the
Physiceliy Handicapped

2910 Tarrace Rd.; SE
Wit#Iington-, VC 201:120

MembersWp is -:$4.in to anyone with a physical disability who will loin
forces to fight to eliminate barriers and solve problems common to alt
ttiahled people.

Nat;onal C..)iogiess of Organizations of the Physically Handicapped. inc.
611:* N. 30th St.
Arlington; Vi% 22207

This strong lobbying group promotes employment.;education, equal
rights; and rehabilitation of people with physical disabilities. as welt as.
legislation and social integration. Publishes the CORN Bulletim
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National 1,:7a

1522 If St ,; st1W
Washington, 'EC 20005

raft

Facilhatet cons c,oication between. professionals working With
ditabWil f)&301111. Nlembership i5 on to everyone concerned with the
Problems common ,to all disabled peoplie. %Wishes bimonthly NRA
Newsletter, a quarterly legislation newsletter. a magazine, The Journal
of Rehebilliiition, end. many pamphlets:

Developmental Disabihties Office
Office Of Human Development Services
Departnient of Health and Human Services .

330 C St.-, SW
Washkrigton. DC 20201 if I.

-/

This agency coordinates programs provided for tto
Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of RightsiAct, a law to
h-Np people with cerebral palsy,_ epilepsy. autism: andtither disabilities
defined as developmental, which require special servi4es and
provisions.

Office for Handicapped Individuals
Department of Education
400 Maryland Ave._ SW
Rrn, 3108. Switzer Building
WathinVi-ni PC 20202
1102) 2454080

A coordinating ind advocacy unit which runs a clearinghouse "io
disseminate information to individuals and organizations on all matters
pertaining to the.-ttandicapped community; OHl will answer questions on
the many fetal brograms for haildicapped persons and direct
individtials to the eroropriate federal or private organization, The Office

,tor Handicapped fridi,.Airels is represented in the ten regional
Department of Education offices throughoirt the country,

President's Committee on EmPlofyrnent of the Handicapped
1111 20th St- NW
Washington, DC 20038

Wallah-edl in the mid 1:940s. this agency pt.blisfies many useful
booklets and leafiest& Wile for their publication list..
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Relvabilitation IntorriPtional
The International S.,ie.ery fof Rehi';,.itation of me Disabled
432 Perk /Irtie S
fie* York, NY 10016

A nongovernmental federation of national organizations; agencies
and groups in more Man siitty countries which are involved in problems
of reftabartadon Rublishes The International Rehabititation Review

Rehabrirtabor., Inter:National U S A
20 W, 40th Sr.
WO Your. NY 10018

independent national organization affiliated with Rehatilitation
lirtiefrtatiet001; fii4ereber5hip includes annual subscriptions io
MWebAireti'en Warki erne the tilietna00-41ef R-ehabititetion Review

ORGARilZATIORIS FOR PEOPLE WITH VISUAL Ifor'AIRMENTS

The American Council of the Etsind
1211 Connecticut Ave
Suite 506
WashirOon; DC 20036
12021 8331251

A-rnernbefship organization devoted to improv ing educational,'
n*Apilitation; and employment opportunities foc blind people; es well as
'Increasing tiublic understanding of their problem and capabilities Its
members; most of *barn are v*sually irnPaited; take an active part it;
legtelation and coon cases invofvina the rights ar4 'rvittst of persons
with Omit loss. The Coun0 offers Ow infonnatio, p4bliOes a
Mire, bitriVilthity Mitidieill &elite Foam, aveitik. Stailta. tafge
type; disc, and tape editions, SUbStripti...-n reouests shOuld be
addWssed tri: 190 Lattimore Rd.; Rochester.. NY 14620.

American Foundation toi the Blind
1 W: 16th St.
New "fork. NV 10011
12121 9240420

A rt.:more-It organization that supports research concerning visual
+ow offers informahon aria potfbcations availebta in &IOW Wigs type.

0%4104 otWv sorvicea-to blind indooduals, the
office at 1660,1 St.; NW; Washtngton. DC

P lilt
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ORGANIZATIONS FOR DEAF DR HE.ARi NIPALRED PERSONS
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Natio,101 Association .01 ,f(,,a,:ng anti otiech Agencp64,
91T-18th Sr ;.vV

Washington 2C Vii:

Make tefe/alzi- t0 me -ot
with beating ;:tf diffiCt.
dOgnOSif;. flvalual(dn. oteson,
lehobalialmn

The National ASiOCIal!on of f.,P
814 Thayer Ave
511:' Solxig,. MD 20910
Tist Jot, Ota:. (301! 587 1788

-iertitiet aftilia;es Where a oti,
fete . += appropriate hop including

mstf..gtion counseling: and

FottsSW, On !Of& COrrtnnun'CittiOn *,.;poto_h. I.;;; to
and finget spoing A rnajOf 170c lof to v4a! Ind

ernOlOytnent tights of deaf people Most ste.:
chapters The AsSOCiation it:dishes a petiae.eat The Deal Aritericifil.
well as a ftLaTIOet of Offlet books. pamphlets i'o,nd foispf,

OTHER NATIONAL ORGANtiATIONS

:`rational Assoc;ation foe RetaOed
2709 Avenue E East
P 0 Bov 6109
1:;tington, TX 76011
(8171 261,4961

etria3 pie looking tee .3noydr, gt a tit4pni-.f-.0 Oge arn: 'af
W*. ."00 or gob tt,vning. ous- . Gt.:social and ,,,,,,-;teii!,onal OCTIViliCafOt

tied Person. the Nat:ona; tot qeta,;red Citilens and qt.
zrcelchsritets tw t,,,;011:1;'0 t, . 4.Inst the mernOeira Of

te;".)455.0.,..)fior 9,0 perents.who r ii. eO Ihtc,...,0 many Of VIP
iidiiititcriDmt2 atsa .*OtiOnflO5 irOtt Ofct ' ng. and man dtai0,p do Ifte.f 4),,,vra
1-srlff4.!M:05 10 8.c

ED4eDSy POunuotion Afft(ft:t is
1828 L St ;
Washington. DC 20038
i2021 243 2930

11,0S1 MOWS: Ihti_agr/Out 1t' COuntry, loCal Cl ilM05,%.COitci e,.0
that can make a crucial diffetefteo [none lives of cr.,,toten and 3dott ,...

efelepsy-.A10W-COSI medication program and low tOST 1-1fottance
OtOgIOTrt Otit ava00610 to Epilepsy Eau ion Of AMet;co ,:rnbet!.i
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Whethet you're a Oa lent at child it. <r ?:;? an adult faciryti
problernsatising horn epilepsy: you car) uedie:ywl advocates
organization ready to help Regiotial of trees and local cantacIS car rwf43,
of find many of the resources you are looking for

transportation. lob training, camps r.
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